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Gwd weapons are imthments of fear; all creatures hate them. 
merefore fofllowers of Tao never use t b .  

me mse nran prefers the Zefz, 
me man of wmprefers the right. 

Weapons are instruments of*; they are not a wise man's rools. 
He uses them only when he has no choice. 

Peace md pier me deor to his heart, 
And victory no case for rejoicing. 

ifyou delight in victory, you delight in kiIIing; 
rfyou delight in killing, you yarnotfir&illymrse& 

On hqpy OCC~SI~OI~S, precedence is given to the Zelf 
On sud OCC~SI~OI~S to the right. 

In the army the general s&m& on the lep, 
The commander-in-chief on the right. 

This means war is conducled like afineral. 
When many people me kiiled, 

They should be mourned in heaJelt sorrow. 
Thal is why victory must be observed like af.nerol. 

-Lao4 Dao De Jing 
Translated by Gia-Fu Feng and Jane English 



Abstract 

A discussion of the nature of Japanese naval strategy fiom the origins of the 

Japanese Navy to the Second World War. It embraces the Taiwan Incident 1876, 

Satsurna Rebellion 1877, Tonghak Rebellion and Sino-Japanese War 1894-95, Anglo- 

Japanese Alliance 1902, and Russo-Japanese War 1904-5. Specifically, it addresses the 

problem of critical reassessment of the IJN regarding their early victories, and inability to 

change their basic mode of operation before the Pacific War. 
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Introduction 



[1866] A gunboat or two cbangcd hands at this period, and altogether the various 
Japanese governors collected between them a small, heterogeneous fleet, the very existence of 
which was scarcely known outsick theit awn anm!ry. Indeed, twenty years later comparatively 
few pooplo knew, aod stin liwa csnQ that Jopan posses& a navy at dl' 

-Fred T. Jane, The ImDaial Jal~anese Naw 

[1893] On her own soil [Japan] could fhce any foreign pawer. Her navy was her weak 
point, and of this she was fblly aware. It was a sflendid fleet of small, light auisers, and 
splendidly handled. Its admiral, without the los  of a single vessel, had annihilated the Chinese 
fleet in two engagements; but it was not yet &ficiently heavy to face the combined navies of 
three European powers.. . 2 

-Lafcadio Heam, "After the War," 

[I9031 So was commmated perhaps tbe most decisive and complete naval victory in 
history. The Japanese had lost 1 t 7 ofiicem and men killed a d  583 wounded Three torpedo 
boats had been sunk and two or three other units of the flotilla disabled, but not one sbip had been 
in- seriously enough to m t  her carzying on the campaign The losses of the Russians 
were about 5,000 killed or drowned, and the prisoners numbered close on 6,000. Four ships and 
one destroyer had been captured, twelve ships, four destroyers and three auxiliaries had been sunk 
in action . . , and of the whole 38 units of the Baltic Fleet, only one cruiser, the A l m a ,  and hvo 
destroyers, G m i  and B m i ,  got through to tell the tale at Wadivostok.' 

-Sir Juiian Stafford Corbett, Maritime Owrations in the Russo-Ja~anese War. Volume II 

1905 was as triumphant a year for the Japanese as 1759 and 1805 were for the 

British. The battle of Tsushima - accompanied by the final Japanese Army victory at 

Mukden - sealed the fate of the Russian Army in Manchuria and guaranteed the security 

of the Japanese homeland against foreign invasions fiom Asia. The Battle of Tsushima 

was the culmination of a naval buildup which had started long before the Sino-Japanese 

War, which saw Japanese ship manufacture and purchase ramped up to meet military 

threats. The greatest expression of this naval preparation was the three-ship MiRaa 

purchase completed in 1901, which gave Japan its first first-class battlewagons for use in 

the expected conflict with Russia. 

The ships of the Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN), however, amount to nothing but 

the "Materiel" of which Sir Julian Stafhrd Corbett spoke in his Some Principles of 

' Frcd T. J m  'Ibe Imarial J a m  Naw (London: Conway Maritime Rss, 1984) 26. 
Lafcadio Heam, tbe WwT -of Jamese h e r  Life (Tokyo: 

Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1996, orig pub. 1896) 96. 
Sir Julian Stafford Corbm, lbfanhmc Om . . rations in the RussbJa~mese war. 1904-1905 



Maritime Strategy.' "Materiel" is merely the end result of a national strategic planning 

process, a budget allocation come to fi t ion. Both the army and navy of Japan were part 

of this national strategy, tools of policy created with the resources of the nation. They 

were the eff-s and not the causes of national strategy. This inquiry studies the h i t s  of 

Japanese anns procurement. The navy is not under the microscope but, rather, the 

strategy which shaped naval construction and development. This thesis examines the 

development of the Imperi J Japanese Navy's "Materiel" within the greater context of 

policy, strategy, naval doctrine, and national resources. This introduction defines the 

methodological groundwork for the historical analysis that follows. The specific 

questions to be answered by this preliminary analysis are: why did the Japanese think 

they required a large navy in this period? Did the construction of this navy allow them to 

maintain geopolitical security? 

The first question is answered readily. The Imperial Japanese Navy was enlarged 

to act as shield and sword arms to the archipelago, to defend Japan from colonization and 

unequal treaties, and to let its armies fmly attack the enemy in his territory rather than 

fight on its own sacred ground. This double duty, to protect shipping and support armies, 

often stretched the IJN's limited resources to the limit. In both wars between 1894-1 905, 

however, it managed to maintain control of the seas despite these limitations. 

The answer to the next question, whether the Japanese met the objective of 

geopolitical security, depends on the time frame. Between 1894-1905, the Japanese navy 

obviously achieved its aims in two victorious wars. However, when one examines the 

(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, first plblisbed 19 11) 332-333. 
Ibid ' Andrew D. Lambe& The Royal Navy - 1856-19 14: Deterrence And The Strategy Of World 



long-tam goals of the IJN and extends the period of analysis to 1945, matters become 

less clear-cut. The flawed methods of the IJN did not present problems against its two 

inferior enemies, nor against Britain in and after 1941, but they proved fatal against the 

United States. Between 1894-1905, Japan met its goals of sewpreservation, but made 

one fatal error in national strategy: it failed to re-assess. The IJN presumed that victory 

was proof of accurate doctrine, and thus did not critically alter its methods. The 

following argument will examine the blindness of success: the inability of the victors in 

war to identify their own mistakes. 

The impact of the Russo-Japanese War on lvorid naval thinking bas less historical 
significance than the legacies it provided to the evolution of Japanese naval doctrine. Four key 
ideas helped shape this doctrine: the concept of the decisive fleet engagement determined by big 
guns; the validity of a strategy of attrition against a numerically superior enemy, the pderence for 
quality over quantity in naval wcapow7 and the importance of nighttime torpedo tactics! 

David C. Evans and Mark R Peattie, writers of Kaigun: Strate~v. Tactics. and 

Technolow in the Im~enal J a ~ a n e ~ e  Naw. 1887-1941 base their account of Japanese 

naval actions up to and including World War Two on this argument, but they do not 

prove it in detail. This thesis will do so, and in the process it will support the prevailing 

view about the development of the ITN: that its successes between 1894-1905 gave it a 

kind of "hubris of capability," a feeling of virtual invulnerability even when considering 

war against numerically superior adversaries. In most works, the successes of the IJN 

before 1941 are glossed over and their contribution to this state of "hubris" never 

discussed in full. This thesis' arguments are not particularly original, but they better 

elucidate the roots of Japanese military development, and the road to the Pacific War. 

Power," Navies and Global Defcnsc, cd. Keith Neilson and Ekmbeth Jane Enington (Westport: fraeger 
 publisher^, 1995) 86. 

David C. Evans and Mark R Peattie, Kaieun: Stratepry. Tactics. and Technolorn in the IrnDerial 
Jamese Naw. 1887-194 1 (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1997) 129. 



The significance of this issue merits carem definition. 

The LJEPs doctrine and "hubrisn did not cause the decision to go to war with the 

United States in 1941. In fact, "mhe decision was not made by any one man, or caused 

by any one event. It was left up to the armed forces to continue to make plans which 

would increase the chances for victory."' This doctrine, however, did lead the IJN to 

misconstrue Japan's chances against the United States. Though not solely responsible for 

war, the IJN (save a few notable dissenters, Yamamoto Isoroku and Inoue Shigeyoshi 

among them) supported it. As Admiral Nagano Osami, chief of the Naval General Staff, 

said ". . .a nation which does not fight in this plight has lost its spirit and is already a 

doomed nat i~n."~ The hubris of the IJN made it think such a war was winnable, and even 

worse, the IJN tried to increase Japan's chances for victory by utilizing the doctrine which 

it thought had been successfbl in the past. The IM did not succeed in this task, and IIN 

doctrine and hubris were to blame for their failure. 

Japan's successes in its two major wars of 1894-5 and 1904-5 stemmed mainly 

from geographic location, the ferociously offensive nature of its attacks, and, above all, 

the unpreparedness of its adversaries. If not for the warlordism and factional infighting 

of its bureaucratic class, China might have won the Sino-Japanese War. If Russia had not 

had to send all troops and supplies across the Trans-Siberian Railway and steam its Baltic 

Fleet half way across the world and had revolution not broken out in 1905, it would have 

done far better in the Russo-Japanese War. In analyzing its successes and failures, Japan 

' Paul S. Dull, A Battle Histow of the Imuerhl Jamnest Naw (1941-1945) (Annapolis: United 
States Naval InstiMe Press, 1978) 6. 

' 1bi4 5. 



overlooked the o v e d  strategic situation, and instead focused solely on the success of its 

own plans and doctrines. 

To introduce the Japanese diplomatic situation during the 1894-1905 period, this 

opening discussion analyzes the following ideas: 

First: the nature of Japan's national policy. 

Second: the strategy pursued by the Japanese to accomplish the national policy. 

Third: the degree to which Japanese planners anticipated and prepared for real 

wartime and interwar conditions, and learned fiom their successes and mistakes. 

Fourth: Japan's ability to create, or deny to its enemies, coalitions and alliances. 

Fifth: the relationship between the civilian population and the military, and how 

their social, cultural and moral value systems influenced Japanese policy considerations. 

Finally, how Japan ended this period of expansionist conflict, and whether, in the 

long run, Japan met its policy goals. 

The national policy of Japan followed a systematic and geopolitical approach. 

The primary security concern of the Japanese was not to be colonized as China had been,' 

and to maintain sovereignty within the Japanese national boundaries. Early Meiji fears of 

colonization prompted Japan's leaders to pursue geopolitical and economic safety 

through the creation of a buffer zone. This aim led to the Sino-Japanese and Russo- 

Japanese Wars. Each war was aimed to preemptively stop another powers' expansionist 

dreams in Korea and to a lesser extent, Manchuria, areas integral to Japanese security. 

The Meiji oligarchy was particularly concerned with Korea, the closest location on the 

Letter "Roju to all members of& Hyojosho, the Karbgakari, and the Nagasaki. . Shimoda, 
and Hakodate Bugyo, 19 March 1857," Select Dmmcnts on Jabanese Foreim Policy. 1853-1868, ed. W. 
G. W e y  (London: Odord University Press, 1960) 130-1. 



Asiatic continent to the Japanese archipelago, the "dagger pointed at the heart of Japan." 

The Meiji oligarchy was a group of "elder statesmen" with the ear of the Meiji emperor. 

The Meiji (literally "enlightened politics/rule") Emperor's reign lasted fiom 1867 until 

1912, and the government was modeled on the Prussian system,'* during the era of 

Bismarckian Realpolitik, where Kaiser Wilhelm I effectively devolved his power to one 

autocrat. The power of the Japanese Diet was slight, and executive power lay with these 

oligarchs." The Prussian system was selected by the Japanese due to the simplicity of 

monopolizing power at the top, while outwardly feigning democracy.12 The fears of this 

oligarchy were centered on the Japan Sea, as any enemy crossing would be made over 

this body of water. 

The importance of seapower in this strategy, and also the rate of naval 

development, rose steadily during this period. Japan began by gradually procuring a fleet 

of light, fast cruisers to utilize as a general-purpose navy. It faced no immediate threat of 

war between 1868-80, and used its scant resources to gain not only ships, but expertise in 

shipbuilding. Though the Taiwan incident of 1872-3 - in which China and Japan butted 

heads over possession of Formosa - should not be disregarded, neither China nor Japan 

had the political will to fight an all-out war. Chinese troops never met Japanese troops on 

Taiwan, and Japan did not annex the island. Then, in 1882, as political crisis loomed 

with China, Japan began its first modern naval procurement program, keyed to equal 

Chinese strength. Since no modem warships had fought in twenty years, neither the 

lo E. H. NO- o . . f the Modem Jamncsc Statc: Selected Writings of E, H. Norman (New 
Yo* Pantheon Books, 1975) 45 1. 

" Ibid, 450. 
'* Frederick R Didtinson, War and National Reinvention: J a m  in the Great War. 19 14- 19 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999) 2 1-3. 



Japanese nor the Chinese h e w  what to expect in modern naval conflict, which hampered 

their preparations for war. Just prior to the Sino-Japanese War, Japan procured the 

French-built warships Mmshimcr, Shikishima and Hashidole to match the Chinese 

Krupp-built warships Chin-Ym and Ting-Yuen, hoping that the oversized 14-inch Canet 

guns mounted by ShiRshiimo and Matnshima would penetrate the thick armour of these 

Chinese vessels. Though this hope failed, that program was the first directly threat-based 

Japanese naval procurement in response to a foreign nation, effectively, Japan's first mini 

arms race. 

Strategically speaking, Japan could identi@ its next opponent with accuracy. 

Reports by Japanese observers during the Sino-Japanese War pointed to a definite 

Japanese interest in Russian naval activity, while diplomatic tension rose from Russia's 

involvement in the Triple Intervention directly after the Sino-Japanese War; and from its 

claim on the south of Liaodong. Japan identified Russia as its next adversary, and its 

procurement reflected this concern. The IIN acquired larger ships in the inter-war period 

to counteract the strength of its enemy in large, though sometimes old, battleships. Japan 

could manage this procurement through the massive windfall of the 240,000,000 Kuping 

TaelH indemnity &om China in 1895. This procurement program was Japan's second 

arms race. 

Japanese military planners found it hard to prepare for wartime reality. As 

always, the battle plan is the first casualty of any war. Wartime plans never worked 

exactly as the Japanese wanted them to. The timing of most events was not correct given 

the rigidity of Japanese planning. For example, in 1904 the prewar appreciation of the 



situation simply assumed that the initial torpedo attacks on Polt Arthur would succeed, 

and that the Port Arthur fleet could be lured to a decisive battle. In facf the torpedo 

attacks were indecisive and the Port Arthur Fleet refised to engage the Japanese directly. 

For an enemy not to react according to conventional wisdom was not in the Japanese 

game plan - a bad habit which caused significant inconvenience even against weaker 

foes. This characteristic caused more serious problems during the Second World War, 

when the method by which Japan had defeated its two earlier adversaries did not succeed 

with its third. Bringing the enemy to a decisive naval battle was the acme of Japanese 

naval achievement during these two wars, and the point of this aim was not questioned. 

The experience garnered from fighting Yalu, Wei-Hai-Wei and Tsushima, however, did 

not assist the Japanese at Midway and Leyte. It is precisely the inability of the IJN to 

reassess the balance of gains versus losses in large, high-risklhigh-gain battles which was 

its failing after the Sino- and Russo-Japanese Wars. In emphasizing the greatness of its 

achievement, Japan ignored the incapacity of its opponents. Japan did not expect its third 

adversary to be more capable or motivated than China or Russia, and failed to "tighten its 

helmet strings." 

The Japanese had no allies in the 1890s. It paid for this problem after the Sino- 

Japanese War, when the Tripartite Intervention wrested Liaodong fiom Japan and 

allowed Russia a leasehold there. Japan leamed corn its mistakes, however, and went on 

to form an alliance in 1902 with the greatest naval power in the world, Great Britain. 

This alliance allowed Japan to bargain as a near equal in peace settlements with European 

nations, and facilitated its great gains in temtory at the end of the Russo-Japanese War 

l3  1 Kuping Tael was a coin equal to 575.64 troy grains of silver (37.3 grams). At the time, this 



(though it did not secure an indemnity fiom Russia). Britain sought alliance with Japan 

as it threatened Russia fiom the East. Britain thought this would secure the northern 

Indian border against Russian encroachment. 

Regarding the social aspects of strategy, Japan was not entirely, as the 

geopolitician, Karl Haushofer put it in his Dai Nihon, a warrior nation. Only the most 

adaptable members of the warrior class ofthe Satsuma and Choshu clans and to a lesser 

degree, of the other Tozama Daimyo, acquired positions in government or in the military. 

The greater portion of the nation's warrior class (approximately 10 percent of the nation's 

population) was the lower form of samurai called "goshi," literally meaning "lower 

warrior." Once the hereditary Daimyo were stripped of their titles after the Meiji 

Restoration, these goshi became ronin: master-less samurai, and a threat to the Meiji 

government rather than a source of power. The existence of a large pool of ronin who 

were highly trained but disenchanted with the central government's creation of a 

conscript army at the expense of their social security was a major factor in the Satsuma 

Rebellion (1 877) against the Meiji government. The Meiji triumph in this rebellion 

effectively relegated all samurai to citizens. The citizen samurai who were so able 

entered the officer corps of the army or navy, while fanners and artisans (approximately 

75 percent and 10 percent ofthe Japanese population, respectively) filled its other ranks. 

That a citizen could bear arms was a novel concept to the feudal fanner, after the 

Katanagari (sword hunt) of Toyotomi Hideyoshi about 300 years earlier, no serf 

possessed a weapon. AAer the Meiji Restoration, however, the people of Japan gradually 

grew used to the idea that the serf-cum-citizen could take an active role in government 

--- -- - -- 

was worth about 6.4 Taels to the British Pound. 



policy; and wholeheartedly supported the oppression of their long-time oppressors. 

Military reeducation of the population was undertaken through elementary schools. 

Japanese reading textbooks fiom the era taught the word "hata" (flag) first and foremost, 

and included such rousing and instructional phrases as 'Weitai ga narande kimasu. Ano 

hata wo goran nasai. Are ga gunki desu." (The army is coming in [marching] order. 

Look at that flag! That is a military ensign).I4 

These farmers-cum-citizens were able to obliterate a samurai army during the Satsuma 

Rebellion. Both sides used modem weapons in tembly bloody fighting. In the final 

defeat of the samurai, however, the population of Japan did inherit the spirit of its old 

warrior class. The samurai virtues of loyalty and service were no longer offered to the 

l4 Rimarv School R*dine Textbook (Nagoya: Nagoya Railroad Corporation (Cultural Books 



feudal lords but to the central government. It was not only the ex-samurai who served, 

but all the landowning citizens of modern Japan. 

As the stm in its rising first tips the highest peaks with russet hue, and then gradrlally 
casts its rays on the valley below, so the ethical systtm which first enlightened the military order 
drew in coursc of time followers fram amongst the masses. Democracy raises up a natlrraf prince 
for its leader, d arinocrecy Mses a princely spirit among the people." 

With regard to war termination, the Japawse were harsh, if with reason. Unless it 

wrested a heavy indemnity fkom China, and territorial acquisitions, Japan stood to gain 

no prestige in the eyes of the European nations. It also needed money and colonies to 

finance further economic and industrial development, and geopolitical security. In the 

case of Russia, the treaty of Portsmouth, though it did not secure an indemnity for Japan, 

was key to Japan's quest for geopolitical security. In the war termination of each of these 

conflicts, Japan showed its geopolitical motivations: its acquisitions were buffer 

territories as much as they were colonies. By the end of the Russo-Japanese War, the 

closest major threat to Japan's naval supremacy was the American-occupied Philippine 

and Hawaiian Islands. 

The following four chapters will treat Japanese naval building in three periods, 

the General Buildup (1 860s- 1880s), the Sino-Japanese War Purchase (1 890s) and the 

Inter-War Procurement (1895-1905). The "materiel" of the IJN will be studied to 

facilitate an understanding of Japanese procurement policy. Its employment will be 

analyzed to show how the Japanese achieved their goals of shielding their nation and 

supporting their armies. In the oonclusion, the consideration of long-term naval strategy 

will prove that the Japanese failed to reconsider their modes of operation sufficiently to 

Section), 1984.) l* Lesson, pp. 1 and 28. 
Is Inam Xitobe, Bushido: Tha Soul of J a m  flokyo: Cbades E. Tuttle Company, 19% orig. pub. 

1905) 158. 



handle the capable adversary they faced in the Second World War. Unfortunately, the 

topic of Japanese naval development is often analyzed simply in terms of its relationship 

to the Second World War. Such an analytical h e w o r k  damns many analyses to 

anachronism, through the implication that the Imperial Japanese Navy fought two wars 

and two revolutions solely to prepare for the Pacific War. This analysis hopes to reclaim 

accurate history in following the development of the LJN between 1875- 1905. Japan did 

make plans against theUS fiom as early as 1907, but it prepared against the Russians, 

Chinese and British as well. Such planning and preparation was and is a natural part of 

military preparedness. The IJN did not precipitate war: there was no 'destiny' which 

decreed the US and Japan would fight. World War Two was in no way caused by IJN 

doctrine or "hubris," but once war broke out, the navy utilized its doctrine against an 

enemy with disastrous results. Its operational failures were caused largely by the I N S  

doctrine and "hubris." 

Each chapter will discuss the diplomacy and geopolitical concerns of Japan; the 

roots of decisive battle and the use of a strategy of annihilation in naval warfare; and the 

roots of the win-hold-win strategy, so dependent upon surprise, which evolved during the 

period fiom 1875 to 1905. The best example of a win-hold-win situation is that of the 

Germans during World War One. The Schlieffen plan dictated that when war broke out 

against two nations, one should attack one while simply holding off the other, defeat the 

f~st, and move on to the second. This is analogous to the Japanese situation regarding 

fleets greater in sue. 

The first chapter analyzes the general buildup of Japanese naval power, in which 

Japan produced a multi-purpose fleet slowly and steadily against no specific enemy. 



Among the many reasons for the dehierate progress was resource scarcity and the 

Japanese need to import not just goods but technology. Diplomatic analysis will cover 

the basic national aims of the subjection of Korea and the removal of unequal treaties. 

The roots of decisive battle can be seen in cultural and historical traditions, and the 

origins of the Japanese win-hold-win strategy lie in Japan's strategic assessment of 

China's naval capability. 

The second chapter studies Japanese and foreign perceptions of the Japanese 

Navy' s performance throughout the Sino-Japanese War, which moulded the procurement 

patterns of the Inter-War Period. One such perception, for example, was the necessity for 

Japan, forced to defend lines of supply with a Navy inferior in size to that of the enemy, 

to adopt a Mahanian notion of sea control. Again, the idea of bringing the enemy to a 

decisive fleet engagement emerged as a template for naval victory afier "The Sea Battle 

of The Yalu," while naval planners' worries about a Chinese fleet-in-being at Wei-Hai- 

Wei were solved by blockade of that port leading to capitulation. The use of surprise was 

tested through the sinking of the Kowshing transport ship, and the concept of a win-hold- 

win strategy was demonstrated against the numerically superior Chinese fleet. Admiral 

Tsuboi's close support of the Japanese Army's landing efforts was not simply the result 

of military doctrine inherited ftom the Prussian school. During the Sino-Japanese War, 

the IJN's close support of the LTA was thought necessary due to the existence of the 

Imperial Chinese Navy (ICN), materially stronger than the IJN, dispersed in uncertain 

ways between four main bases. Since all Japanese logistics flowed by sea to the 

continent, the security of sea-lanes of commu~cation was fundamental. The Chinese 

admiral, Ting, could easily have used the threat of a fleet-in-being. Only the evacuation 



of Port Arthur, however, utiliig the threat of a fleet-in-being (albeit unknowingly) to 

secure passage back to Wei-Hai-Wei stands out as an intelligent operational decision by 

Ting. The Japanese acquired an obsession with annihilation during the Sino-Japanese 

War because the Chinese fleet forced them to act cautiously in troop deployment. The 

tactically decisive combat with a Chinese fleet was less risky than allowing the ICN to 

patrol unchecked. Diplomatic analysis centers on the war for Korea, the pre-war 

disagreements and the post-war settlement. This analysis also examines why the Chinese 

could not defeat the Japanese in modem naval warfare. 

The third chapter examines the Inter-War period of acquisitions. This was the 

greatest period of growth in pure tonnage for the Japanese navy between 1868 and 1905, 

mainly due to the receipt of the Chinese war indemnity and the understanding that Russia 

was a possible threat. Japan rapidly had to build forces that could effect a win-hold-win 

operation against the Russian fleets. The Japanese knew their fleet would be smaller in 

capital ships, which they attempted to equalize in ship quality. production of numerous 

small vessels, and in the rapidity of their opening maneuvers. Diplomatic analysis turns 

to the Triple Intervention and the origins of Russian involvement in Korea. The doctrine 

of decisive battle gained new headway as theory, through the translation into Japanese 

and publication of Alfied Thayer Mahan's The Influence of Seapower Uwn History in 

1 896. l6 The win-hold-win strategy was recognized as the only method by which the 

Japanese could defeat the numerically superior Russians. Based on the successfbl tactics 

pioneered at Wei-Hai-Wei by Japanese torpedo-boat commanders, surprise and rapid 

strikes were to annihilate the Russian Far East Fleet. 

- .- -- - 

l6 John B. HatteadOrf d Lynn C. Hattendorf, A B i b l i o m ~ k  of the Works of Alfred Thaver 



The last section of historical analysis proceeds Eom the inter-war procurement to 

the RuseJapanese War. The ITN hoped immediately to destroy the Russian Port Arthur 

(Far East) Fleet by a concentrated, high-risk high-gain battle. The Russians proved 

Mahan wrong and instead pursued the "fleet-in-being" strategy. The fleet-in-being in 

turn forced Japanese commanders to launch violent and aggressive land-based attacks to 

annihilate the enemy. An imperfe* but successfbl win-hold-win situation occurred 

through the timely occupation of the hills around Port Arthur by the army - leading 

directly to the destruction of the fleet there - and the obliteration of the Vladivostok 

cruisers. Diplomatic analysis covers the prewar and postwar negotiations, specifically 

the Treaty of Portsmouth. Further analysis will explain why the Russians were severely 

hindered in making war on Japan. 

The conclusion will discuss Japanese application of these tenets of naval strategy 

- surprise, decision, annihilation, speed to counteract numerical inferiority - from the 

period 1905-41 and then to the Pacific War. Though the IJN met its short-term goals - 
Japan was given safety and room to expand in Asia - in the long term, Japan took the 

wrong lessons from its victorious wars. She applied them, fought high-risk high-gain 

battles, and lost everything she had worked so hard to attain prior to 1941. While this 

strategy was effective and sensible in the short-term, long-term strategy was 

compromised by the IJN's lack of reassessment. 

Mahan (Newpart: Naval War College Ress, 1986) A2d 



Chapter 1 

Origin: 
The Japanese Naval Program, 1 875- 1 894 



T h e  Japanese Empire is a maritime state and we Japanese are a maritime people. The 
archipelago of d d  isles which stretches a thousand ri [l ri = 3.92727 Ian] north and south in 
the Pacific is  our native land, and the vast blue sea the is the eternal d e  of our race. We Live on 
the sea, we die on the sea Shce the f m o n  of our State, no, since the birth of the nation, our 
country and our people have placed their faith m the impossil'bility of being separated fiom the sea. 
A maritime country! A maritime people!" 

-Hirata Shinsaku, ~aimm ~okuhon'' 

Although the Japanese made themselves notorious as pirates along the of Korea 
and China from the twelfth century onward, Japan never built ships that were effective as war 
vessels. This is probably because their plans were to land on the foreign coasts and caty out 
inland raids on nearby towns either directly or along rivers. [. . .] 

... most daimyo do not seem to have acquired a very firm grasp of naval Mare,  as the 
Korean expeditions were to show. Samurai warfiue was most sucassfUy camed out on dry land 
Even Toyotomi Hideyoshi, who made good use of naval transport techni~ues for his Shikoku and 
Kyushu expeditions, was bettered by the Koreans when he had to send an army on a long overseas 
journey. 

-Stephen Turnbull, Samurai Sourcebookt8 

Numerous themes in the history of pre-contact Japan must be discussed in order 

to understand trends that emerged when the west thrust itself upon her. First, Japan's 

naval tradition was weak by the time of Commodore Matthew Perry's arrival in 1853, but 

the samurai tradition, combined with western influence fiom naval missions and trainers, 

gave the Japanese Navy a strong predilection for high-risk, high-gain decisive combat at 

sea. Second, Japan faced unique strategic problems as an emerging power, a) the 

removal of the imposed unequal treaties, and b) the need to assure the geopolitical 

security of its archipelago, by achieving control over Korea. Japan fomented war with 

China over this issue, and locked horns with Russia. This chapter will conclude by 

discussing the allocation of knds  and diplomatic initiatives undertaken by the Japanese 

to e m  their political objectives. This analysis will identify two trends which shaped 

the future of the Japanese navy: first, its budgetary subjugation to the army forced it to 

find means to defeat enemies which were constantly numerically superior; second, in 

*' Hirata Shinsku, Tokuhon, 1933. quoted in Arthur l Man*r, "From Jirnmu Temo to 
Peny: Sea Power in Early Japanese History," Thc American Historical Review* Vol. 5 1, No. 1, October, 
1945, (Washington D.C.: American Historical Association, 1945) 1. 



order to achieve this strategic end it acquired an operational trait of seeking decisive 

battle against small portions of the enemy fleet. 

Japanese naval developments in the latter nineteenth century were shaped by two 

distinct traditions, maritime and samurai. As Japan was an "archipelago of emerald 

isles," ties between remote island populations required sea-borne  communication^.'^ 

Since the first recorded central dynasty in Japan, the Japanese governments had to 

administrate areas across substantial water barriers: fmt Shimonoseki; later, when S illa 

in Korea was partially conquered by Rngu, the straits of Tsushima. From the earliest 

eras, Japan relied on maritime communications, but naval warfare did not ever develop as 

independent from warfare on land. Japan had an ancient maritime tradition but not a 

naval one. Waval" means all concepts, tools and pe r so~e l  related to - and used 

primarily for the purpose of - combat in a maritime environment. "Maritime" shall be 

taken to mean all things and concepts dealing with the sea in any respect. The conquest 

of Southern Silla, and the unification of all Japan under one ruler, could not have 

happened without a professional military corps: the role of ships was leu  to fight than to 

transport these warriors. Marder states "that 'ancient and feudal Japan never possessed a 

fleet in the proper sense of the word' - a standing navy with a definite organization, 

trained personnel, etc." The most important lapse in naval thinking in Jzpan occurred in 

the 200 years just prior to foreign incursion: 

Occasionally a Earsighted leader tried to awaken the people to the urgent necdty of 
building cloast defenses and a strong navy for defense, but the f& government of the Tokugawa 
Shoguns paid no mention and continued to dorce the ban on ocean-going ships. The navy, 

" Stephen Tumbull, 'The Samurai k (London: Cassel& Co., 1998) 186-190. '' Vice-AdmiraI G. A-of the Sea on the Political Historv of J a m  
(Westport Greenwood Press, 1921) 14. 



under these conditions, cea& to exist for over two centuries.. . Of warships charged with the duty 
of national defhse, tbm was not evcn onern 

The samurai tradition originated in the Heian period and supposedly ended with 

the Satsuma Rebellion of 1877. For nearly a thousand years, it dominated war-making in 

- 9921 Japan. Even after the death of the "last s a m u ~  Saigo Takamori, the samurai tradition 

was the cultural construct that dominated Japanese naval thought. 

The tenets of samurai combat and valour were preserved in numerous clan 

traditions and books upon the topic of personal combat (Miyamoto Musashi, Book of 

Five Rings [Go Rin no Shon, military strategy ( Y a w  Munenori, Familv Traditions on 

the Art of War), and the conduct of samurai (Yamamoto Tsunetomo, Hidden by the 

Leaves [Hagahre]). The samurai philosophy has a cohesive set of axioms, focusing on 

the single-minded attack and contempt for deathsP The Japanese had no continuous 

tradition of naval combat, though samurai had undertaken numerous maritime operations. 

Since there was no real precedent for the Japanese navy, other forces had to fill the 

vacuum. The sources for Japanese naval tradition and practice are its samurai tradition 

and the influence of the RN. 

Thinlcing unhurriedly, understanding that it is the duty of warriors to practice this science, 
determine that today you will overcome your self of the day before, tomorrow you will win over 
those of lesser skill, and later ou will win over those of greater skill. B -Miyamoto Musashi 

The Meiji Restoration fundamentally shifted the power structure and national as 

well as foreign policies of Japan. The Japanese social structure of waniors, farmers, 

'O Arthur J. Marclet, "From Jiimmu Tenno to Perry: Sea Power in Early Japanese History," llg 
American Historical Review Vol. 5 1, No. 1, Uctober, 1945, (Washington D.C.: American Historical 
Association, 1945) 3 1. 
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York: Kodansha IntemationaI, 1983) 17. 
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craftsmen and merchants was overturned. The military not only grew, but became a 

conscript army, predominantly of citizens as opposed to samurai. The modem citizen 

soldier used a bolt-action rifle and marched in rank and file as opposed to using the sword 

and the loose fonnations of the samurai. 

The training of the armies of Japan was entrusted to skilled European military 

experts. Training missions gave Europeans a great chance to observe the nation so 

recently opened by gunboat diplomacy, and brokered diplomatic relationships'which 

might sprout into mercantile ties. It gave these nations a chance to sell weapons, using 

specialized military training as a pretext for recommending the purchase of specialized 

weaponry. The French first trained the Japanese, as is witnessed by the building styles 

employed in early Japanese barracks; the barracks of the Sixth Infantry in Tokyo (now 

located in Meiji Mura in Aichi prefecture) are designed fiom a French mould. The 

Germans later trained the ~a~anese.'~ and the Japanese bought Krupp howitzers. Finally, 

the English trained the Japanese ~ a v y , ~ '  and Japanese engineers trained in Edinburgh. 

Ships were bought from England or built from British design, and the weaponry was 

predominantly built by Armstrong. 

Though the first official missions in Japan were French, other missions had 

arrived unofficially before this." The Tosa clan, for instance, had been training with a 

Gtrman drill instructor prior to the Meiji Restoration without permission of the ~akufu." 

The first instructors for both the Bakufu and Meiji military were French. This 

" Ray Bonds ct. al., The EncvcIaDedia of Land Warfare (Landoh' S a b m d e r  Books Ltd., 197f) 
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arrangement was kept uatil a few years after the Franco-Prussian War, when Prussian 

soldiers became the preferred instructors. 

Prussian missions2s stressed the works of Carl von Clausewitz, the use of training 

exercises in learning the trade of tactics, movement, dispersion of command, the 

formation of a General St* and the d i l a t i o n  of the enemy's forces in the field. The 

Prussian military trainer, Gustav Meckel, also stressed the usefblness of mountain 

artillery (light guns, easily towed up mountains) as the terrain of Japan is rnountaino~s.~~ 

Techniques were practiced in simulations and conscripts were educated in soldiering 

western style with a focus on drill and formaton and the use of military hardware. 

The British remained, to the Japanese, the epitome of greatness in naval matters. 

The Satsuma clan sent samurai during the Bakumatsu period to learn naval officership 

under the tutelage of British instructon in Britain, including the famed Togo Heihachiro, 

victor at Tsushima in 1905.'~ Training for the navy focused on formation, gunnery 

discipline, and belaboured the necessity of achieving the Tao of Admirals: Trafalgar. 

Certain character traits in Japanese troops were unique, and based on bushido-like 

principles. Brian Bond, referring to members of the Japanese Army in Manchuria during 

the Russo-Japanese War, mentions that many Japanese officers and men showed a 

contempt for death. "Japanese tmops were intensely patriotic and ready for self-sacrifice. 

Several commentators were converted to the view that the Japanese, in terms of 

- -- 
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organized courage, were the best soldiers in the ~ o r l d . " ~ '  This courage was evident in 

the block-ship operations at the blockade of Port Arthur, where numerous officers and 

men volunteered for missions that were virtually suicidal. Unarmed and unarmoured 

ships were manned by a skeleton crew of volunteers and asked to proceed, under fire, to 

the mouth of the harbour at the tip of the Tiger's Tail Peninsula and scuttle their ships to 

block the harbour. Few succeeded, fewer sunrived, but there was no dearth of recruits for 

these dangerous missions. The kamikaze and samurai alike displayed such spirit. 

Yamamoto Tsunetomo writes, "In constantly hardening one's resolution to die in battle, 

deliberately becoming as one already dead, and working at one's job and dealing with 

military aairs, there should be no shame." As a corollary, "It is a principle of the art 

of war that one should simply lay down his life and strike. If one's opponent also does 

the same, it is an even match. Defeating one's opponent is thus a matter of faith and 

de~tiny."'~ From the period of the samurai onward, the Japanese soldier looked at death 

as a matter of doing his duty. To not die in battle and return with deeds undone was a 

shame to oneself and one's line. Death was the filfillment of a warrior's dharma, a life 

spent idly was a waste. Furthermore, the samurai/soldier believed that victory was 

assured to the soIdier who could overcome his enemies' resolution. Such resolution was 

expressed in the Japanese' willingness to die in suicide missions. The fetishism of death 

was made a symbol of Nippan Seishin, Japanese martial spirit and reverence for the 

Emperor. The presence of such resolution in men was a sure indicator of victory viewed 

in light of Japanese culture and history. So long as there were men so willing to die for 

" Ray Bonds et. al., The Enc_vclodia of Land Warfare (London: Salamander Books Ltd., 1977) 
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the Emperor, Japan would be victorious. This feeling extended beyond suicide tactics. It 

was a fundamental cultural component of the spirit of the offensive. To identify an 

enemy and fhil to engage them directly was considered shameful. Once the enemy was 

identified, the only way to achieve a shameless death was to engage single-mindedly and 

without fear or apprehension. 

Japanese military traditions surfaced in tactics and strategy. Though they did 

learn a good deal about doctrine firom their western teachers, they remained most 

influenced by the ancient Chinese and medieval Japanese teachers. Three tenets of the 

Japanese way of war are the use of surprise, the dedication to offensive maneuvers, and 

absolute tenacity unto death. The Japanese soldier had not been totally converted to 

western military methods. Jane concludes: 

The Japanese[sic] also retains his old native dignity; European wrifonn has not abated 
one jot of that dignity which we have all read about as having beneath the Kimino[sic) . . . In the 
midst of the new order all the best of the old traditions live.. . Whatever he may do, in whatever 

be placed, the Japanese officer never forgets his dignity, and, further. is always a 

Nature of the Japanese character aside, the diplomatic situation of early Japan 

shall now be discussed. Once Commodore Matthew Perry reached Japan with his 

requests for a treaty, factions in the feudal government wrote memorials requesting the 

immediate attack on any foreign vessel or person entering Japan, thus keeping sacrosanct 

the functions of the Sei-I-Tai-Shoogu. The title itself originally meant "Barbarian 

Expelling Great General," and thus the implication was that these factions wanted to 

provoke war with the foreigners. War, successfil or not, was the only appropriate action 

York: Kodansha International, 1983) 33. " Ibid, 157. 
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to take to avoid colonization by the ~uro~eans. '~ More realistic commentators advocated 

the formation of ministries and government agencies along European lines in order to 

&ee the Shogunate of the unequal treaties." During the early Meiji Period, up to the 

Russo-Japanese War, the dominant Japanese government foreign policy was the 

elimination of the "unequal treatiesn through the adoption of western institutio~~~." This 

led Japan to become a local power through two wars with major players, one of which 

was European. For Japan, security necessitated the adoption of western institutions to 

prevent western colonization. 

Japan's prime security problem, outside of unequal treaties, was the geopolitically 

tenuous nature of their archipelago, 120 kilometres off the tip of the Korean peninsula. 

Sir Julian Stafford Corbett, in his official history of the Russo-Japanese War, compared 

the location of Korea to Japan to that of the Low Countries to Europe, indicating that the 

Korean peninsula was the key to Japan's geopolitical security.38 

From the remotest period its geographical proximity has always invested Korea with 
special importance in Japanese eyes, and Japanese foreign policy has always made it a cardinal 
point of endeavour to prevent any powem alien State fiom obtaining a foothold in that land, 
though not M b l y  with success. . ..Korea was the advanced base of the only great enterprise 
ever undertaken by an alien conqueror for the subjugation of ~apan.. ." 

This explains Japan's numerous attempts to rid Korea of Chinese, and, later, 

Russian control, and to make Korea an effective buffer state, able to govern itself without 

Chinese assistance. Foreign involvement in Korea caused the Sino- and Russo-Japanese 

wars. 
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This said, Japan, in the interest of self-preservation, had to make certain that 

Korea remained unconquered (except perhaps by themselves) and essentially unaligned 

so that no enemy of Japan could use it as a base to threaten the Japanese home islands. It 

was such incursions into Korea that warned the Japanese about both the Chinese and 

Russian threats to Japanese sovereignty. Mutsu Munemitsu, Japan's foreign minister 

during this period, recorded in his memoirs that the reasons for Japan going to war with 

China were principally matters of defence regarding Korean sovereignty." 

Japanese scholars readily admit the Korean peninsula was too important to 

neglect: 

Since the Meiji Restoration, it was considered by the Japanese High Command that at the 
very least, Japan should controt the Korean peninsula in order to compete with the Western 
powers in the east Numerous plans had been enacted to bring these considerations to fruition, but 
none had suaxeded until the outbreak of the Sin-Japanese war4' 

Korea had been a vassal of China for centuries, and still retained many ties with 

~h ina .~ '  Japan, wishing to pry China's fingers f?om Korea, chose to force Korea open 

much as the United States had done to Japan twenty-two years earlier, through the 

imposition of unequal treaties. The Japanese feared that China could utilize Korea as the 

base of an assault against ~ a ~ a n . ~ ~  Given its performance in the Sino-Japanese War, such 

an eventuality seems remote, but the threat was real enough to Japan to warrant picking a 

fight on the peninsula with two foreign powers, and many observers thought China would 

-- - - - - 
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defeat Japan in 1894 if only because of its greater pop~lation.~ The Japanese must have 

felt some apprehension about fighting the Chinese. 

In the Kangwha Incident of 1875, Japan provoked Korean shore batteries into 

firing on the U q ,  a warship ofthe Japanese fleet. This led to the signing of the Treaty 

of Kanghwa on 27 February, 1876."' The treaty forced Korea to open some ports and 

diplomatic relations, and allow Japan to surwy the Korean coast? It also stated that 

Korea was responsible for its own foreign policy, and wholly independent fiom all other 

states, which directly refuted any claims China had to Korea as a vassal, but the Chinese 

failed to see the danger until it was too late." This policy of opening Korea meant little 

to Korea in the short term, as it remained close to China. Still, the seemingly benign 

declaration of independence allowed Japan to send troops to Korea during the Tonghak 

rebellion, thereby beginning the war with China which it so craved.48 

The Japanese were able, through diplomacy and the understanding of geopolitics, 

to predict the nations with whom conflict was most likely. The Treaty of Kanghwa, for 

example, by limiting Chinese rights in Korea, proved a key means to validate Japan's war 

effort as a defence ofKorea against Chinese interference. This forward thinking did not 

transform itself into early ship production. Naval production should have been related to 

threats, as the Japanese had already identified possible enemies. Instead, the trend was 
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steady production, even a cessation of production just before wars, with increases in 

procurement occurriag only with increased governmental income. The navy remained 

numerically inferior to the naval strength of China This inferiority forced the Japanese 

to attack decisively and rapidly, with massed forces against a dispersed enemy force. 

This necessity was at the heart of the Japanese win-hold-win strategy. That the Imperial 

Japanese Navy had finding problems does not mean that it received no money, simply 

that though Japan identified its enemies quite early and easily, the navy never received 

enough finding to match their fleets in size. Grand strategy, in the form of procurement, 

settled for purchasing only a local parity or slight local superiority. The lack of funding 

for the navy stemmed from its subjection to the army. 

This problem began with the pre-restoration chastisement of the two most 

powefil clans at the time, the Choshu and the Satsuma. These two groups eventually 

became the powerhouses behind the army and navy, nspectfully, and political rivalry 

between them within the Meiji oligarchy was a prime reason for Japanese inter-service 

rivalries.4g Each clan controlled areas of the coastline and had their own house militaries. 

Two incidents were formative moments for the fates of these houses, Kagoshima and 

S himonoseki. 

The Kagoshima incident has its roots in the killing of one British civilian and the 

wounding of two others by Satsuma samurai in 1862. The British dispatched a flotilla to 

Kagoshima to demand an apology from the Satsuma clan as well as a small monetary 

sum for the injured, but Satsuma shore batteries opened up in reply. The British decided 

49 David C. Evans and Mark R Peattie, Kaimm: Strategy. Tactics. and Technolotg in the Imprial 
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upon punitive actioqJO and promptly razed Kagoshima, and wrecked Satrruma clan shore 

defences. The rulership of the Satsuma clan perceived that superior weapons and 

maneuvers had overcome feudal methods." They saw British warships as a model for 

their own naval developments- It was the Satsuma clan which sent samurai to learn naval 

methods and engineering in Scotland. 

A second lesson brought home the superiority of Western methods and 

technology, the Shimonoseki incident of 1863.'~ The Strait of Shimonoseki is a narrow 

waterway between Honshu and Kyushu. It was held on the Honshu side by the Choshu 

clan which had decided to fire on foreign vessels in the straits "[oln June 25, 1863, the 

day appointed for B a W  actionws3 to open negotiations for the closing of treaty ports 

(which existed under the "unequal treatie~").~ This bombardment of foreign vessels 

occurred until a combined British - French task force stonned the Shimonoseki battery 

and silenced it. As with the Satsuma after Kagoshima, the Choshu understood the 

coordinated maritime and ground force deployment and technology of Europe had beaten 

them. The Choshu would dominate the Japanese army into the Taisho era. 

Initially, the Satsuma clan held greater sway in court than the Choshu, and the 

Meiji Navy was considered the first line of defence for the nation, and an integral part in 

the future plans of Japan: 

Based on Japan's own naval humiliations in b e  last years of the Tokugawa shogunate- 
the coming of Pcny's black ships and the defeats inaicted on the Satsuma and Choshu domains 
by Western warships-tbc Meiji gmemment, like the shogunate before it, initially viewed 
maritime strength as paramount in the Meace  of the nationss 
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Successfbl political meuvering, and the damage inflicted on the political power 

of the Satsuma clan by the Satsuma Rebellion of 1877, however, gave the Choshu pride 

of place over its maritime though quarrels over bd ing  never ended." The 

politically successfil army negatively affected funding for Japan's naval building 

programs. As G. A. Ballard in his Naval Historv of Japan stated: 

In Japan at that time the Navy held but an inditrerent place in the public esteem - 
chiefly from political causes - and except in official circles its real efficiency was not understood. 
Domestic politics, when first introduced into Japan on European models, developed some of their 
worst forms of intrigue between parties, and although the governing classes had agreed to sink all 
the old rivalry betwetn clans when the Shogunate was abalished, an undercurrent of the former 
jealousy still remained. The Satstma clan had been the first to take up the idea of a national 
navy with energy and enthusiasm, and the young men of good Satsuma families had come 
forward to officer the new s e ~ c e  in greater numbers than all the other classes put together, with 
the result that Satsunra influence was supreme in the fleet. This caused political rivals to declaim 
against its efficiency to such an extent that for some years More the war the Government had 
experienced considerable difficulty in getting the naval estimates passed. In point of act, the 
nation was obtaining good value for its money all the time, but the exploits of the fleet when put 
to the supreme test were so littk expected that they caused as much surprise as elation" 

The next three sections will analyze the grand strategic problems with Japan's 

naval command, procurement, and doctrine. They will show that the Imperial Japanese 

Navy was usually subordinate to the army fiom 1870 to 1903, and fiscally so until 191 1. 

Due to this fiscal restraint, the Imperial Japanese Navy did not procure ships on threat- 

based assessments, but instead received money only when there was a financial surplus 

above the army's needs. Thus, in the Sino- and Russo-Japanese Wars the Japanese fleet 

was numerically inferior to the combined fleets of each enemy, and only had local 

numerical paritylsuperiority. The Japanese were forced to utilize certain patterns of 

strategy from necessity: the navy had to utilize strategy that was swift, decisive and final, 
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or annihilatory. Thio strategy took Japan from the YaIu to Port Arthur, and eventually to 

Pearl Harbor and Tokyo Bay. 



Chapter Two 

bxpression: 
The Sino-Japanese War and the Vindication 

of the Navy 



On the eve of Japan's war with China, an intersenrice wnfcrena met to d e h i t c  the 
strategic problems the nation wauld encounter in a campaign centexed on Korea. At that meeting, 
Army Vice Cbicf of Staff General Soroku was expounding upon why the war would be 
settled by a decisive laud combat on the Korean peninsula, when Yamamoto [Gornbei], the navy's 

at the talks, hkcmpkd Ka* to ask iftbe army had first-rate engineer units. 
Indeed, it did, Kawakami replied, but why on earth did Yamamoto want to know? "Because, 
General," came the retort, "ifthe army is to get to Korea without the hqmM Japanese Navy, 
those units are going to have to build a very long bridge." 

-Yamamdo Gombci in mm8' 

The Sino-Japanese War (1 894-95) brought home many important facts to the 

navy and the Japanese populace. Just before the war, in 1893, the Japanese press had 

been sending negative messages about the navy's preparedness to fight a modem war, 

and popular discontent against the navy was high. Luckily for the navy, the battles of  the 

Sino-Japanese War vindicated its existence and competence as well as its open and shut 

strategic concepts; less luckily, it also created new ones which were to be applied in 

fiture conflicts. This conflict vindicated Japanese ideas regarding the utility of a small 

navy, its ability to fight a win-hold-win conflict, and the Japanese practice of offensive 

and annihilatory battles against even a numerically superior enemy navy. These trends, 

begun in theory and in the foreign training of the Japanese naval forces, were given life 

through experience. This evidence, however, ignored truths about its adversary which 

might have profitably affected the Japanese analysis of the situation. 

The Japanese engaged China in conflict from 1894-95. Before the declaration of 

war, opening shots were fired at the Battle of Asan and in the Kowshing incident. After 

the formal declaration of war, the Japanese disembarked land forces at Seoul and 

Chemulpho which then fought their way up the Korean peninsula. The Sea Battle of the 

Yalu was fought three months after the formal declaration of war, as up to that time the 

navies of both nations were restricted to escort duties. With their success in Korea and 



Liaotung complete, the IJA assisted the ITN in ending the blockade at Wei-Hai-Wei. The 

Chinese capitulated when the IJA began its march from Wei-Hai-Wei to Peking. 

Indemnity for the conflict was steep, and the Japanese demanded cession of the Liaotung 

peninsula. 

The reason for this acquisition of foreign territory was more diplomatic than 

strategic in nature. Mutsu Munemitsu, Japan's foreign minister during this period, 

recorded in his memois that Japan attacked China principally to defend itself The 

Chinese had a strong patron-vassal relationship with Korea. The Japanese feared that 

China could utilize Korea as the base for an assault against ~ a ~ a n . ~ '  Yet this diplomatic 

action had far deeper historical roots. For centuries, China had been the preeminent 

power in East ~ s i a . ~ '  As the "Middle Kingdom," it held a cultural hegemony over 

Korea, much of South East Asia and even Japan. In order to secure a strong position in 

East Asia, the Japanese needed to show that China was no longer fit to be hegemon, 

while Japan was ready to supplant it. Japan believed that the prestige of its victory and 

the expansion of its sphere of influence would ultimately bolster its international standing 

amongst the colonial powers. In an attempt to emulate the cultural greatness of China 

during the Nara period, for example, Japan built a capital in the same layout as Chang-An 

in the Tang court. Japan occasionally paid homage to Through the system of 

Chinese vassalage, Japan sent envoys to China bearing gifts, who, in turn, received 

presents which generally were worth more than what they brought with them. This 
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system monetarily benefited the officials who traveled to do the .iding, and gave the 

Chinese the prestige of showing that the vassal nation accepted the Chinese Emperor as 

the central authority of the world." Korea, during the last dynasty of its history, the Yi 

dynasty, was one of the most avid supporters of this system. It was staunchly Cohc ian  

and hierarchical and gave trade preference to Chinese merchants. It asked the Chinese 

Emperor to bless the ascension of Korean kings? Korea willingly shackled itself to 

China: its rulers used only the title "King" and never "Emperor" so as to remain in 

accordance with the Son of Heaven- 

Japan would have to shatter this tight-knit web of cultural and economic ties if she 

were ever going to feel secure fkom continental invasion. The Chinese military had been 

advancing in quality, albeit slowly. During the 18703, it was considerable in size and 

Chinese officials in Japan were unimpressed by Japanese forces. China had a clear 

military conidor in Korea through which to attack Japan, while other nations had failed 

to overcome the Korean isolationist policy. Japan realized that Korea had to be made a 

less viable route of attack, and set about breaking its isolationism. 

Japan's diplomatic approach to Korea also necessitated one to China. After the 

settlement of the Ryukyu Island dispute, Japan contacted China about its reactions to 

Japanese activities in ~ o r e a . ~ '  In 1873 primary negotiations focused on China's role in 

Korea and Fonnosa. Japan concluded that China would not intervene in the foreign 

policy of Korea, even in case of war between Korea and Japan, whereas Chinese officials 
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felt they had eloquently expressed their opposition to Japan's entering into relations with 

Korea, and to the use of arms within their vassal's borders. This awkward situation 

produced ample misunderstandiigs. The Japanese delegate at the negotiations, 

Yanagihara Zenko, came away with the impression that China acknowledged Korea as 

independent, and also denied sovereignty over the Botan aborigines of Northern 

~ o n n o s a . ~ ~  The mistake in meaning is evident in the wording of both question and 

response in the negotiations: 

Then Yanagihara alluded to Korea, climaxing his remarks with a rhetorical question: 
''Then conanzing peace or war for Korea your country has no authority." Chinese Reply, "That is 
correct." Soejima interpreted this broadly, as evidenced in his report to the Imperial Councii on 
his return to Japan, July 26" 

Most European officials in China thought the Tsungli Yamen (Chinese Foreign 

Office) was a powerless bureau created simply to keep the foreigners away from the real 

Ching government. Perhaps this fact made such monumental misunderstandings 

possible. In meeting with ministers of the Yamen, Mori Yurei conjectured most plainly 

about a possible war between Korea and Japan. To his statement, the Chinese officials 

". . .were recorded as having 'murmured an unintelligible answer."'68 The failure of 

relations with China, ultimately leading to the Sino-Japanese War, stemmed in part tiom 

a failure to communicate between the Middle Kingdom and Japan, and also from a 

fbndamentaI clash of interests. 

Munemitsu Mutsu held that the Japanese had craved a war with china." There 

were three reasons why such a war would be useful to Japan. The control of Korea, or at 
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least the elimination of Chinese influence there, would preempt a Chinese attack on 

Japan. It would also give Japan the o p p o d t y  to acquire Formosa, required for its 

geographical defence to the south. If Japan wuld perform the same act of Imperialism as 

the Great Powers and take a piece of China, Japan might take on a Power status in the 

eyes of the west? This would gain diplomatic equality with the West and make Japan 

more than just another colony-to-be. Where China found itself the focus of European 

aggression, Luxembourg, a tiny European nation, weaker in all respects than her 

neighbours, was left alone. Those nations which acceded to the prevailing Westphalian 

order were allowed to engage in diplomacy with their neighbours on even tenns, no 

matter how great or small their nation. China did not accept the order and fancied itself 

superior to its neighb~un?~ it was therefore punished through invasion. Japan wished to 

engage in Western-style diplomacy for the purpose of gaining protection through the 

Westphalian order. The two ideas of equality through conquest, and diplomatic equality 

through acceding to the western order, are key to understanding Japanese actions in the 

Sino-Japanese War. The shift illustrated in this chapter is between the more passive 

Japan, maintaining its security through interaction and industrial ties with the European 

Powers; and the Japan which aggressively sought its goals in Asia. 

The major precipitating events of the Sino-Japanese War occur with the beginning 

of the Tonghak Rebellion. This crisis began with riots in February 1 894,n followed by 

the assassination of Kim Ok-kiun, a famous member ofthe Japanophilic wing of the 
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Korean nationalist movement, in Japan by a Korean partisan" In order to suppress this 

Rebellion, the Chinese and Japanese sent troops to Seoul and rapidly quelled it. 

However, the Chinese and Japanese forces could not agree to a withdrawal. If Japan left 

first, it would be seen as backing down to Chinese pressure, thus drastically strengthening 

China's relationship with Korea, unequal treaties or no." China thought that it was 

asserting its right to protect a vassal which had been bullied by another misguided one. 

The Chinese had wanted all foreign troops to leave once the Rebellion was quelled, 

except for some Chinese troops to re-assert their sphere of influence in ~orea?' The 

standoff continued until the battle of Asan and the sinking of the Kowshing in July 

1894:~ The tense situation in Kona was intensified by Mutsu Munemitsu, who 

delivered to the Chinese an ultimatum for withdrawal which he knew they could not 

accept? Mutsu's ultimatum was delivered to China 22 June, 1894. It stated the 

Japanese perception that the rebellions in Korea were regularly occumng due to the 

backward nature of the Korean government and the agitation of the populace towards it; 

hence, the armed forces of Japan and China must finish the job of quelling the rebellion 

by preventing fhrther ones. The two countries should come to a mutual agreement as to 

how to solve these problems,78 but if China did not wish to reform Korea as a partner of 

Japan, Japan would be willing to do it itself This diplomatic exchange paved the way to 

war; to back down would have been a tremendous loss of face for the Ching court, as 
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would any participation as Japan's partner, since the Manchus perceived Japan as 

inferior.." This would acknowledge that the Japanese had an equal say to China in Korea 

and make the "eastern dwarves" culturally equal in stature to the Chinese. The Chinese 

Emperor of the Han dynasty was angry enough in the Late Yarnato period when Prince 

Shotoku sent a letter which began, 'From the Emperor of the land where the sun rises to 

the Emperor of the land where the sun sets.'" In 1894 the thought of being on equal 

terms was just as repugnant to the Chinese ~ r n ~ e r o r . ~ '  

Hence, confrontation was inevitable. The Japanese aimed to meet their political 

aims through limited warfare- It was fortunate that the ultimatum forced China's hand: 

Japan could claim that China was the aggressor.'" Foreign opinion, which othenvise 

might have wavered towards China in the early stages of this conflict, settled in the 

middle.* Still, no matter where international opinion settled, almost everyone thought 

China was going to crush iapan." Thanks to the lack of a Chinese central command, 

however, the Japanese won before the war even began. 
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Sea actions were legion during this war: The first major incident of the war, the 

Kowshing incident, was the first of many defeats the Chinese were to suffer: the Sea 

Battle of the Yalu (the first ironclad battle since Lissa, 1866), the failed blockade of Port 

Arthur and the blockade and successll torpedo attack at Wei-Hai-Wei. A useful means 

to determine how Japanese military personnel, specifically naval officers, perceived the 

victories they won at see, is a primary document drafted by Japanese personnel entitled 

History of the Naval War which Subiu~ated China. The title page of this work seems to 

have been stamped with "Naval Minister [incomprehensible] Record" written 1895-96 

(Meiji 27-28 years). Further documentary evidence is given by Fred T. Jane in The 

Imperial Japanese Naw, and Philo McGiffin, an American Naval officer serving as 

captain under Chinese colours. 

The first strategic lesson the Japanese gleaned was that a small navy, using speed 

and concentration, could defeat a larger force. In the first major battle of the war, the Sea 

Battle of the Yalu (September 17, 1894). the Japanese combined fleet and the Chinese 

Peiyang (Northern) fleet led by Admiral Tsuboi [T] Admiral Ting [C] engaged on almost 

equal terms numerically. Specifically, the Chinese Peiyang Fleet under Ting had eleven 

ships totaling about 35,000 tons displacement. The Japanese fleet under Ito had nine 

modem and three obsolete ships, totaling about 30,000 tons displacement. A fleet list is 

provided at the end of this chapter. Note that the Chinese did not have use of 

approximately 16,000 tons of light cruisers since the southern fleets did not actively 

participate in the naval conflict. The battle did not occur earlier in part because Li Hung- 

Chang, a powerfit1 northern bureaucrat who was involved deeply with the Peiyang Fleet, 

and Loh Feng-Lo, a bureaucrat in the Ching court at Peking, instructed Ting to keep the 



fleet West of the Yalu ~iver," while Li had ordered the other Chinese squadrons to unite 

against Japan. Unfortunately, Li had not endeared himself to the southern squadron 

commanders during the war against the French, when the Peiyang fleet did not arrive to 

assist the Southern Chinese fleets; the latter returned the favour against Japan. Ting 

finally steamed for the Yalu at the end of August to convey troops to the already routed 

Chinese forces in the field. Meanwhile, according to Japanese doctrine, the fleet had to 

remain with the army transports, which thus prevented a possibly decisive reckoning with 

the Peiyang fleet after the Sea Battle of the Yalu. This Chinese rout showed the Japanese 

that swift engagements fought against a larger enemy fleet before it could combine were 

practicable. 

Japanese annals attribute numerous qualities to the Japanese commanders, 

officers, men, and the ships that fought at the Yalu. Common rhetoric states that the 

Japanese troops were better disciplined than the Chinese, as per Togo Heihachiro's 

admonition prior to the war: 

. ..when fellow officers commented the Chinese warships [Chin Yuen and 7lng Yuen] 
would be formidable fighters with their twelve-inch guns, he disagreed, The Chinese were not 
maintaining their equipment properly, and any twelve-inch guns that were used primarily as 
clotheslines to dy the crew's laundry were not going to be very effective in battle.' 

Few Chinese wanted to join the armed forces, let alone the Navy, and Ting's sole 

qualification as the admiral of the Chinese fleet seems to have been his reckless courage. 

Still, the Chinese ships were formidable. Ill-disciplined crews or no, a hit from a KNpp 

12 inch gun leaves its mark on the psyche (as well as on the target), especially coming 

fiom an impregnable warship. The Chin Yuen aad Ting Yuen, the prides of the Chinese 

" Fred T. Jane, Thc ImDaial Jamese Navy (Landon: Conway Maritime Press, first published 
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navy, stood up well to fire during the battle of the Yalu. They returned to Port Arthur 

effectively undamaged, save the crews at the main turrets, who were subjected to a 

terrible raking of the decks by Japanese quick-firing (QF) guns. 

The Sea Battle of the Yalu ended the press attacks on the Japanese navy." The 

navy gained respect from the Japanese people. More importantly, however, it had 

vindicated its ideas about naval combat. The Japanese navy could defeat an enemy fleet 

of equal size and technological superiority. The Imperial Japanese Navy could not only 

find and rout its enemy at sea, but it was able to do so swiftly enough to preclude the 

enemy fleets fkom filly uniting. It became standard practice for the IJN to expect victory 

when meeting equal numbers of the enemy, through its superior fire discipline and 

sailing. This in turn reinforced the issue of the navy's limited budget: if the UN could do 

more with less, the oligarchy would give them less. 

The Battle of Asan (750 am, 25 July, 1894), called by numerous names (such as 

Phung-Do), which occurred prior to the official declaration of war (1 August, 1894), 

illustrates how speed and offensive spirit were integral to Japanese strategic concepts. 

Not only did Togo Heihachiro, captain o f N ' ,  destroy a Chinese relief column 

without a formal declaration of war, but in so doing he risked international censure for 

sinking a transport under British colours. That he did not pause in his application of 

force shows the offensive spirit that had been imbued in the Imperial Japanese Navy. In 

retrospect, he also made the correct decision. The British government accepted Togo's 

actions as legal under international law, and the attack allowed virtually unhindered 
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progress by the J8pmese Army at Asan. Through experience, the Imperial Japanese 

Navy had found that just as Sunzi said, Thus, while we have heard of blundering 

swiftness in war, we have not yet seen a clever operation that was prolonged;"88 and, "If 

equally matched, engage him"" Surprise attacks prior to the declaration of war became 

a tenet of Japanese Naval strategy until Pearl Harbor. 

Again, the concept of annihilation and the pursuit of a high-risk high-gain strategy 

strongly asserted itself &a the Battle of the Yalu. This engagement became a rout once 

the Japanese scored initial successes and two Chinese ships fled the field. The Japanese 

squadron turned into mop-up columns to chase down Chinese stragglers, but most enemy 

ships got to safe haven at Port Arthur. Soon, however, reinforcements and supplies fiom 

Japan moved into the theatre of operations, and Admiral Tsuboi was enlisted to run 

convoy duty. In so doing, he had to lift the blockade fiom Port Arthur, and Ting and his 

remaining ships escaped to Wei-Hai-Wei on the Shantung Peninsula (north of modem- 

day Qingdao) where they awaited reinforcements fiom the Southern Chinese fleets. Since 

Tsuboi had no idea where the Southern Chinese fleets were, convoy support was simply a 

command decision to err on the side of caution, but a costly one. The IJN realized after 

the fact that it would have been better to annihilate the enemy than allow the Chinese to 

maintain a powerful fleet-in-being, and embarked upon a blockade and invasion of Wei- 

Hai-Wei harbour. Admiral Tsuboi's failure to exploit the victory at the Yalu and press 

the blockade at Port Arthur profoundly affected IJN thinking. 

The Battle of Wei-Hai-Wei followed a long and bitter blockade, complicated by 

the sub-zero temperatures of winter in the East China Sea. Japanese men on watch were 

Sund, Art of War. trans. Samuel B. GdXth (Word: Oxford University Rm, 197 1) 73. 



found fiozen to death at their posts, and ice jammed torpedo equipment. Its outcome 

was due to concerted IJN torpedo-boat attacks and IJA occupation of the surrounding 

harbour gun positions and defensive works. The end result was the capture of most ofthe 

Chinese fleet at anchor, and the beginning of Japanese practical experience in how to 

curtail the threat of a fleet-in being through annihilation and blockade. 

The weaknes of our troops and the strengths of the enemy contrast too greatly.. . 
Today our troops possess all the losing factors arid concede all the advantages to the enemy.. . 
Strangely enough, our forces, when codbnted by the advancing enemy, would either run away 
while pretending they would fight, or use the excuse of enemies arriving to indulge first in raping 
and lootingg0 

Though the Japanese explained their success against China on the grounds of their 

own military superiority, the truth was that the foe was prostrate. From the first Opium 

War to the Sina-lapanese Wm, the Chinese performance in warfiue was poor. The 

Chinese did learn a great deal about military matters, virtually all of which came from the 

sulphurous bellies of English, French, Russian, or Japanese guns. 

Though the Chinese did fight some victorious battles by utilizing western 

techniques and firepower against the French at Langson and the Russians at ni, these 

successes served to convince the Chinese that they had great capabilities. Only the losses 

demonstrated the necessity for immediate military reform to open-minded ministers. 

From the &trained Green Standard Battalions to the local militiae of 1894, the Chinese 

had much more to do in order to create an effective military. The victory of Tseng Kuo- 

fan's militia over the T'ai p'ings encouraged the wnsewative Manchu government to 
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foster the development of more local militias which spurred the development of local 

warlords, and decentralized the military might of the Son of Heaven. 

Tseng Kuo-fan realized early that western methods and organization could be 

applied to subdue the T'ai p'ings. From this watershed, those Chinese involved directly 

in military matters such as Li Hung-chang developed a western slant to arms and 

organization. They also sought western instmctors and technologies. In the wake of their 

multiple defeats, scholars addressed the problems of the military in &ank memorials, and 

excellent plans were occasionally put into place, such as the building of the Kiangnan 

Arsenal and its subsequent publication of works on military technology fiom 1 87 1 .'' 
The hard-learned lessons of these c o d i d s  began to take hold, and the Chinese military 

did improve as a result. 

China began to build arsenals and shipyards under Li Hung-chang and the self- 

strengthening movement through the 1 870sPg2 and it militarized the populace through 

regional militiae. By this time, however, a new threat began to rise, one which the 

Ch' ing court underestimated until too late. Japan began to threaten Chinese holdings in 

the Ryukyu Island Chain and in Formosa. In the spring of 1873, a boat full of Ryukyuans 

was wrecked on the shores of Taiwan, and several of the seamen were killed by 

aborigines. The Japanese requested that the Taiwanese chastise the aborigines for this 

incident. The matter was not handled to the satisfaction of the Japanese, however, and on 

1 1 June, 1874 an invasion force was dispatched, ostensibly to chastise the aborigines in 
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~aiwan," When mediated by a British minister, the matter was ended by a treaty, which 

defined the Ryukyu islands, claimed by both China and Japan, as de-fhcto Japanese 

possessions; thus the Japanese legally claimed the islands in 1879. Furthermore, the 

Japanese also aimed to annex Taiwan, though the Chinese misconstrued these intentions. 

The Chinese had investigated the Japanese navy and army, and found it to be inferior to 

their own." In the case of the navy, the assessment was entirely correct. The Japanese 

Navy was nothing special throughout the 1870s, as the building programs only truly went 

into effect firom later in that decade.9s At the eve of the outbreak of war with Japan, the 

Chinese Emperor was galled that the "eastern dwarves" would rival the greatness of 

China.. . 
..,we therefore desire to make it known to the world that we have always followed the 

paths of phihzhpy  a d  perfect justice throughout the whole complications, while the Wojen, on 
the other hand, have broken all the laws of nations and treaties which it passes our patience to bear 
withS 

He was wrong. The Japanese attacked from Korea to Liaotung, and in the end, 

demanded concessions fiom China modeled on the demands made by Germany to France 

after the Franco-Prussian War. The Chinese armed forces were not prepared for a 

modem war. At the Sea Battle of The Yalu, superior Japanese fire and formation 

discipline defeated a technoIogically superior enemy, led by an admiral with no naval 

combat experience. Furthermore, an American officer who had just graduated from the 

United States Naval Academy captained one of these ships - a green midshipman with no 
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command experience whatsoever. The ill-trained Chinese fleet could not fight in 

formation. Its ammunition was not explosive due to the graft and thrift of its arsenal 

stafE More often than not, shells were filled with sawdust. Japanese skill had carried the 

day, but against what adversary? Their victory was not solely caused by their own 

agency, but the Chinese lack thereof Swiftness and skill did not divide the Chinese 

fleets, Chinese bureaucratic infighting did. Were the fleets divided and reduced 

piecemeal? Yes, the Peiyang fleet was destroyed through sinking and capture. Was this 

due to the intelligence of existent Japanese doctrine? No, it clearly was not. To the 

Japanese, however, experience had justified the accuracy of their strategic tenets, and 

even to the creation of new ones. The Japanese took some incorrect lessons fkom this 

conflict, which soon would be bolstered by the writings of Alfred Thayer Mahan, and 

they would flourish at the Battle of Tsushima in 1905. 

Centuries (New York: Random House, 1967) 259. 



Appendix: 
Fleet Size Comparison Prior to Sino-Japanese War 

Ships marked with astdsk* fbught at Ydu 
JAPANESE FLEEI' CHINESE FLEET 
Modern Light c1.llirtrr Modern Battleships 

Akitmxhima 
Chiyodo 
Hashidate 
Ihukuhima 
Matmshima 
Naniwa 
Takachiho 
Yoshino 

Modern Sloops 
Ah@ 61 5t* 
Atago 61% 
Katsurag i 1470t 
Mqyo 61% 
Musashi 1470t 
Oshima 640t 
Takao 1760t 
Twktcshi 1500t 
Tahta 87% 
Chokai 61% 
Yueyma ldoot 
Ymato 1470t 

Modern Torpedo Craft 
1 Torpedo Boat 1% 
20 Torpedo Boats (60 to Wt) 

(obsolete vessels excluded) 

T o ~ a g e  Excluding TP craft= 
41,590t 

Total Ships: 20 
Battleships: 0 
ArmoutedCruisers: 0 
Light Cruises: 8 
Sloops: 12 
Torptdo Boats: 21 

Chen Yuen 7430t* 
Ting Yuen 7430t* 

Modem Armoured Cruisers 

King Yuen 2850t* 
Ping Yuen 2850t* 
h i  Yuen 2850t* 

Modem Light Cruiser3 
Chi Yuen 2300t* 
Ching Yuen 2300t* 
Fu Ching 2500t 
Fu Sing 2200t 
Kai Chai 2480t 
N m  Shuen 22Ot 
Nan Tin 2200t 
Tsi Yuen 2350t* 
Yung Pao 2500t 
Ye Sng 2500t 

Modern Sloops 
Chao Yang 
Fu Chow 
Hum Tai 
Kong Bin 
Kong Hai 
Kwan Chi 
Kwan King 
Kwun Ping 
Yung CVei 

Modem Torpedo Craft 
1 Torpedo Boat 130t 
27 Torpedo Boats 6St 

Tannage Excluding TP craft= 
57,640t 

Total Ships: 24 
Battleships: 2 
Armourcd-: 3 
Light Cruisers: 10 
Sloops: 9 
Torpedo Boats: 28 



Chapter 3 

IJN Tradition and Doctrine, 1 895- 1 904 



China agrees to pay Japan as a war indemnity, the sum of 200,000,000 Kuping Taels. 
The said sam to be paid in tight indahm&. The &st hstabmt of 50,000,000 tack, to be 
paid within six months, and the second instahcat of 50,000,000 tack to be paid within twelve 
months, after the cxchangt of the ratifcations ofthit 

-Treaty of Shimonaseld, 1895 

In Seoul she [Japan] found the old contest for the control of the decrepit Korean 
government, which the late war [with China] had tcr ' was reopened, with the sole 
difference tbat the Russian agents had taken the place of the Chinese, and she promptly took 
steps to protect heme121 Most urgent ofthese was the foundaton of a new Navy. The means were 
in her ha&. Russia hcrstIfbad timished them by providing China with a loan which enabled 
her to pay off the war indemnity. On the strength of this h d  Japan adopted a comprehensive 
naval programme which included six firstdass Weships and six armouted cruisers, all of 
which were to be delivered within seven years as they we= completed? 

-Sir Julian S. CorWt 

After the war [with China] Japan decided to bave a really firstclass modem fleet of four 
battleships, six -- and a proportionate number of smaller d The four big battleships are 
practically sisters, though diaering in appearance and detail? 

-Fred T. Jane 

The end of one war sparked the fuse of the next: antecedents for the Russo- 

Japanese War could be traced back to the 1850s. An anti-Russian sentiment had grown 

in Japan since the occupation and subsequent annexation of half of Sakhalin (Karafuto) in 

1855 by Russia. There had been minor squabbles over the islands of Tsushima, Ezo and 

Sakhalin all during the rule of the Edo Shogunate. Events at the end of the Sino-Japanese 

War also contrived to bring the two nations closer to confiontation. Japan's insecurity 

over Korea, settled by its defeat of China, was aggravated by Russian encroachment into 

the region. The retrocession of the peninsula of Liaotung, and its subsequent concession 

to Russia after the war with China, placed Russian influence directly next to Korea. 

Japan became concerned when the Russian government purchased privately-owned 

" Dr. M o r i o d e  Kajima, Treaty of Peace with the Protocol, ch Separare M c l s  and 
Convention to Prolong the Armistice," The Di~lomacv of J a m  Volume I: Sino-Japanese War and the 
Tride Intervention (Tokyo: The Kajima Imthtc of international Peace, 1976) 264. 

* Sir Julian Sword Cocbctt, Maritime Cherations in the Russo-Jamnese War. 1904-1905 
(Ampolis: Naval Institute Prtss, first p u b W  1911) 6. " Fred T. Jane, 'lhe ImDerial J a w  Nay! (badon: Conway Maritime Rcss, 1984, orig pub. 
1904) 178. 



Russian lumber operations on the Yalu River. From the Japanese perspective, Russian 

involvement in Korea and Liaotung was an immediate threat to Japan's security. 

Measures bad to be taken to confront Russian expansionism towards the warm 

water port of Chemulpho. Japan's intensive involvement in Korea, which had led to war 

with China, was threatened by this Russian encroachment. The closest line of attack 

against Japan from the continent was through Korea. Japan felt its security was 

compromised if Korea was not wholly within its sphere of influence, and Russia would 

not be denied a warm water port. A clash was unavoidable. This meant that the Japanese 

required a serious naval program to combat the fighting capability of  the Russian fleet. 

Japan did not, however, build up to match the strength of the Russian fleet. Instead, they 

focused on local parity o f  force and chose to rely on the I N S  ship quality rather than 

gross tonnage. 

Japan's geopolitical situation was perfect for the use of a navy in power 

projection. Additionally, victory in the Sino-Japanese war had given the Japanese a 

greater confidence in their navy. Bad press fiom before the Sino-Japanese war was 

stopped by the navy's  achievement^.'^ The Japanese had lost no ships in combat, and all 

battle damage had been repaired by war's end. Still, its navy had not been sizably 

increased by the capture of Chinese ships. The Ting Yuen, Ping Yuen and Chen Yuen, 

along with a handfUl smaller coastat defence vessels were the only ships captured by the 

Japanese, but they were effectively obsolete at the end of the Sino-Japanese conflict. The 

Japanese required a modem naval program with which to  augment their navy, as the 

Russian Far East Fleet was in an entirely different class from the Imperial Chinese Navy. 

'O0 Ibid, 99. 



The Japanese had to devise a modernhtion plan which included heavy and truly up-to- 

date warships. Japan had the ability to purchase new ships through the indemnity it 

secured f?om China, the key to the development program. The Russians gave the 

Chinese government a loan for the fill amount of the war indemnity, China settled up 

with Japan, and Japan used this capital to engage in its naval spending spree. Thus 

Russians gave Japan the means to defeat Russia. 

The total indemnity, after the retrocession of the Liaotung peninsula was 

appended to the Shirnonoseki peace agmemenf came to 230,000,000 Kuping Taels 

(approximately equivalent to S36 million in the same era). The Japanese government had 

gone into debt before to the Sino-Japanese war in order to develop such modem 

necessities as a rail transit system and a postal system among other civil projects. The 

inksion of the gold currency allowed the Japanese to adopt the gold standard, and print 

paper money with solid value on the international market.''' More than anything else, 

this gave the Japanese internationally recognized credit to hasten the pace of 

modernization. Both means and motive existed to build a large navy, but the Japanese 

concentrated on local parity instead. 

The physical nature of the Japanese naval construction program is perhaps best 

represented visually. The following chart represents the spending patterns of the 

Japanese navy over time, from 1875 onward. The patterns in this chart highlight the 

great spike in Japanese naval spending after the Sino-Japanese War. Note that these 

dates represent the date at which each ship was completed and put to sea; it does not 

represent the date of purchase. 

lo' E. Herbert Norman, Jam's Emmmcc as a Madern State, d Lawrence T. Woods 



Japan was not producing enough ships to take an overall advantage over its 

enemies. Instead, she chose to accept fighting for victory with a small fleet against a 

larger but divided enemy fleet. Remarked upon in ICairmn'02 the overall superiority of 

Russian naval strength versus Japanese was marked. Luckily for the Japanese, the 

(Varicouvcr, UBC Prcss, 2000) 200. 
IQ2 David C. Evans and Ma& R Pcattic, Kairmn: Sbatenv. Tactics. and Technolonv in the 



Russian fleets were split among three main harbours which were hundreds, even 

thousands of miles from one another- This enabled the Japanese to attack the Russian 

fleet piecemeal. Japan's naval program allowed for approximate local parity in ship 

numbers. The philosophy of the Japanese naval program was not necessarily to 

overwhelm the local Russia. forces; instead, the advantage in ships would be qualitative 

rather than quantitative. It was thought that if enough force could be brought to bear with 

enough rapidity, the Japanese could annihilate the Russian fleets piecemeal. The 

Japanese planned to use rapidity of attack and ship quality against gross tonnage. 

Though the Japanese program did produce ships that were more modem than their 

Russian counterparts, the Russians did have two advantages. Ships stationed at 

Vladivostok could avoid a close blockade undertaken at Port Arthur, and be able to 

harass Japanese coastal positions. Additionally, the Russians did have a larger overall 

fleet (size comparison is appended). With the addition of its Baltic and Black Sea Fleets, 

however, Russia was a serious naval heavyweight. Against this, the closeness of Japan's 

ports and torpedo bases to the main area of operations was a key strategidoperational 

advantage against the logistically challenged Russians. According to General Alexei 

Kuropatkin, a commander at Port Arthur, this was the deciding factor in the war. 

Comparisons of naval expenditures between the two countries show their size difference: 

Between 1881 and 1904 we [Russia] had spent £130,000,000 in the creation of this fleet. 
The naval estimates of the two nations for the years preceding the war were, in millions of 
pounds: 

1899 1900 1901 1902 1903 
Russia ... 9 ... 9.6 ... 11.2 ... 12 10.8 ... 
Japan ... 6 ... 4.5 . . . 4.1 ... 3.2 .-. 3.2'03 

ImDerial Jamcsc Naw. 1887-1941 (Annapolis: Naval Institute Prtss, 1997) 90-9 1. 
'OJ  Genual Akxd Kurojmtkin, 'Ih Rmsian Annv and the J a m  Wac Beine Historical and 

CriticaI Comments on the Militarv Policv and P m r  of Russia and on the Cam-paim in the Far East, trans. 
Opt. AB. L i i ,  ed. Col. ED. Swinton (Comcticut: Hyperion Press, Iac. 1909) 236. 



General Kuropatkh had a vested interest in sharing blame for Russia's failure in 

the East with the navy, but his numbers more or less agree with those given by Japanese 

sources, represented by the next spending chart. The bulk of Japanese spending for the 

naval programs leading up to war with Russia was in budgets prior to 1899. The reason 

these numbers are so important is that these statistics represent essentially "ordinary" 

spending, that being spending reserved for such mundane things as salary, coal and 

practice ordnance. Russia was obviously maintaining a considerable amount of men in 

its navy. 

Japan set out to combat Russia's larger fleets through speed and concentration. 

This did not have to be. The Japanese spent more money on their army than their navy, 

even though a greater focus on naval construction may have well been marginally 

advantageous by tipping the regional balance of seapower noticeably in Japan's favour 

rather than simply reinforcing the clear superiority that already existed on the ground. 

Given the geostrategic disposition of Japan, settling for local parity seems foolish, but the 

army was superior to the navy in governmental spending considerations. The IJN was 

considered simply the custodian ofthe army's transport and lines of logistics. The army 

was thought of as the decisive force, the war-winning arm in any conflict. Naval plans 

for the assault of the continent involved a rapid strike to take control of the sea, the 

delivery of the m y  to safe landing points, and then defence of lines of communication 

in support of the army's fbrther progress inland. The IM was the tool of the army. In the 

geographically analogous British case, however, the Royal Navy had always been the 

preferred arm. Naval officers obviously had a greater understanding regarding safe 

landing points and extraction zones than ground troops. Ship commanders in the Royal 



Navy in all cases outranked the m y  officers they transported for so long as the troops 

were aboard ship. This made it possible for the maritime specialists to engage in their 

profession without interference from non-specialists. This made good sense, as all 

British military operations were necessarily maritime. The Japanese choice to relegate 

the IJN to second string was political rather than pragmatic. With the Choshu clan firmly 

entrenched in the oligarchy, primacy in government spending was not a realistic 

aspiration for the Satsuma-controlled navy. 

For a nation that would have to  rely on its navy as the essential protection of the 

maritime link between itself and the mainland in any confli~t,'~' Japan neglected its navy 

on a grand strategic level. h fact, the staffs of the two Japanese services were only 

separated in 1903, lo' and the Army, which still had spending priority in the 1907 budget, 

grudgingly relinquished pride of place over the Navy Staff in the 191 1 budget.IM The 

Imperial Japanese Navy had been relegated to being, primarily, the maritime chariot of 

the army. The Satsuma Rebellion of 1877 gave the Choshu the ability to severely cramp 

Satsuma's political maneuverability. The dominance of the Choshu over the Satsuma is 

the reason the army had precedence for government spending over the navy. The next 

chart il tustrates this tendency: 

'" C. Olivari, La Gwre Russo-Jamnaise: Emdmcmcnts Tactipes et Stratedmes (Paris: 
Berger-Levradt & Co., 1907) 263. 

' 0 ~  David C. Evans and Ma& R Peattie, Kaim: Stratem. Tactics. and Technalogv in the 
Imwrial Japanese Naw. 1887-194 1 (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1997) 22,4940. 

. '06 Frederick R Dicloinsoo, War and National Reinvention: J a m  in the Great War. 1914-19 
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Spikes can be seen in the extraordinary spending of both army and navy directly 

after 1895, due to the enormous indemnity secured by the war with china. lo' in 1904, 

notably, ordinary spending in the navy dipped while that of the army steadily increased, 

which is an indicator of the numbers of personnel being employed by the services. 

Japan and Russia were close to war. With its newfound capital, Japan chose to 

build its military forces to respond to the threat. Even though the IJA was in control of 

the oligarchy, Japan realized that the navy was pitiably small in relation to the Russian 

navy, and began to build - but in competition with the IJA over finite resources - only to 

local parity with the Russian Far East Fleet. Its goals in the corning war had not changed 

from the last one: it must disable enemy naval forces stationed in the area and assist the 

ITA in its landings. In order to secure the sea lanes of communication, the ITN was forced 

to neutralize the Far East Fleet and rapidly, as the Russians had other fleets to use against 

the Japanese. Without a rapid and decisive first offensive, the win-hold-win strategy 

would not work: the Baltic fleet would have sailed to join the Far East Fleet, and more 

than likely crippled the Japanese war effort. Speed and decisive battle were not only 

encouraged by Japanese success in the Sino-Japanese War, but also were a sheer 

necessity in 1904. 

Increased military spending soon afler the end of the Sino-Japanese War was not 

simply a luxury but a necessity. The proposal for the retrocession ofthe Liaotung 

peninsula, instigated by ~ussia'O' and signed by the representatives of France, Germany 

'07 Field Marshal Aritomo Yamagata and Admiral Count Gombey [sic] Yamarnoto, "The Japanese 
Army," and "The Japanese Navy," Fifb Years in New Jaman, ed. Shigenobu Ohma (London: Smith, 
Elder & Co., 1910) 215-216,230. 
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and Russia on 23 April, 1895''~ was followed by the Russian occupation of Port Arthur 

on 19 December 1896. This occupation became official on 27 March 1897, after the 

German leaseholds at Talienwan were made firm on the 6& of the same month."* 

Russia's blatant encroachment into the Japanese sphere of influence thus began in 

eamest. 

Troubles between Russia and Japan had been brewing in Korea for some time 

before the Russian navy reached Port Arthur. Russia's aim was to secure a warm water 

port in Korea through which they might command the Sea of Japan and control Chinese 

interests as ~ e 1 l . l ~ ~  The Russian attempt to swwe the Sylvia Basin at the south of Korea 

for a naval base in 1900 was key to the increasingly violent tone of its diplomacy with 

Japan. Only after a Japanese military display did the Russians truly understand how far 

the Japanese were willing to go in order to maintain the security of their interior lines."* 

From previous experience, Japan realized that engaging in warfare without an 

alliance in place was not advisable. Alliance with Britain in 1902 allowed Japan to 

consider waging war with Russia as a winnable possibility. Japan applied pressure to 

Russia, which in tum secured Britain's Indian border firom encroachment. Until the 

alliance, the strategic balance of power weighed heavily against Japan with the threat of 

French assistance to Russia in the event of a war. An unaIigned Japan could not have 

combated this eventuality. The Japanese saw the 1902 treaty as their insurance policy 

which facilitated a war against Russia. A letta appended to the Anglo-Japanese 

log Dr. Morinosuke Kajima, "Treaty of Peace with the Protocol, the Separate Articles and 
Convention to Prolong the Amlistice," The Didomacv of J a m  Volume I: Sine-Jamese War and the 
Tri~le Intervention flokyo: Tbc Kajima hstitutc of intanatiod Peace, 1976) 342. 

Ian ~ i *  The Onrrmc o 
. - f the Russo-Jamnest War (London: Longman, 1985) 423. 

'I1 Sir Julian Stafford Corbett, Maritime Qmatioos in the Russo-Jananesc War. 1904-1905 
(ii~apolis: N d  Institute Press, first pub- 191 1) 17. 



Alliance, written by Baron Hayashi, the Japanese Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 

Plenipotentiary for the agreement clearly states: 

At the present moment Japen (Great Britain) and Great Britain (Japan) are each of them 
maintaining in the Extreme East a navaI force superior in strength to that of any third Power, Japan 
(Great Britain) has no intention of daxhg her efforts to mahtah, so fhr as may be possi'ble, 
available for concentration in the waters of the Extreme East, a naval force superior to that of any 
third power! 

The treaty, it is readily apparent, was primarily a treaty of naval cooperation, as 

well as a Limitation of each nation's respective sphere of iduence. Japan, after its close 

call with Russia in 1900 at the Sylvia Basin, was moving not ody militarily towards war, 

but was also diplomatically preparing itself for the eventuality of coalition conflict. 

The two prongs of Japanese strategy, speed and annihilation, developed during 

this period due to necessity, confidence in recent military experience, and outside 

influences. By necessity, Japan had to defeat its enemy piecemeal as it had a smaller 

fleet than its prospective adversary. Even spending as much time and money on its fleet 

as it did, Japan was well behind Russia in the area of heavy battlewagons, as well as 

overall fleet strength. The Japanese held local naval parity during the Sino-Japanese War 

as well. Since the UN had wrne through these obstacles without any irreparable harm, 

the confidence of the navy ran high that they could do it again. 

Recent and important experience also bolstered Japanese confidence. 

Engagement with the Imperial Chinese Navy in the Sino-Japanese War emboldened 

Japanese commanders to press the enemy close and engage decisively. This entire spirit 

is encapsulated in the motto of the Japanese Torpedo Boat senrice at the time (nikuhakz~ 

"' Ibid, 18. 
'I3 Hayashi to L a m d m  (and vice versa), in Dr. Morinosdcc Kajima, The Di~lomacy of l a m :  

189401922, Volume II A d o - J a m  Alliance and Russo-Japanese War (Tobo: Kajima Institute of 
International Peace, 1978) 67. 
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hitch: press closely, strike home1I9, and originated in the Battle of Wei-Hai-Wei. 

During the battle, the torpedo boats of the IIN raided the Chinese harbour in night attacks 

that pressed exceptionally close to their targets for decisive results. The UN, after failing 

to blockade the ICN in Port Arthur, learned fiom its successes at Wei-Hai-Wei and the 

successes of the U. S Navy in their blockade of Santiago during the Spanish-American 

War. In fbture naval engagements, there would be no missed opportunities for the IJN. 

It focused on rapid engagement and incapacitation of the enemy fleet through 

concentration versus dispersion 

Furthermore, the Japanese, far fiom engaging in the same hubris which had 

stultified thei military development after the Satsurna Rebellion of 1877, organized a 

new staff training program for their navy. This program was firmly based in the 

methodology of A.T. Mahan. The program's designer, Akiyama Saneyuki, received 

tutelage from Mahan and gained the theoretical basis for his strategic philosophy &om a 

two-year study exchange in the United States, including service on an American ship as 

an observer to the Battle of Santiago and its preceding blo~kade."~ The subsequent 

restructuring of the Japanese naval staff training programs included not only practical 

experience from their British and American tutors, but theoretical naval strategy based on 

the works of Mahan. Though token Japanese works on naval strategy were included in 

the curriculum of IJN officers, they known were more for their patriotic content than their 

usefb1ness in naval planning. 

- - 

'I4 David C. Evans and hbk R Peattic, Wpm: Stratem. Tactics. and Technolorn in the 
I r n W  Jamese Naw. 1887-194 1 (Annapolis.. Naval Institute Press, 1997) 49. 
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The e x t d  faor which most affected Japanese maritime strategy in the inter- 

war period was the translation of AT. Mahan's The Influence of Sea~ower Uwn History 

into Japanese. In an odd twist of fate, the man who assisted in developing the early 

incarnations of War Plan Orange ". . .wrote that, so far as he knew, more of his works had 

been translated into Japanese than into any other lang~age."''~ The works of the 

"prophet" of sea power were avidly read and collected by all those in Japan with a naval 

concern. Though they did not avail in the fight to gain spending supremacy for the IM 

during this inter-war period, they highlighted and justified certain views the Japanese 

held about naval combat. 

Mahanian doctrine was influential in the Japanese case for many reasons. First, 

its philosophy helped Japanese naval men advocate the independence of the Naval Staff 

in war as well as peace. Yamarnoto Gombei, a naval apologist of the first degree, fought 

hard for the independence of the Naval Staff in wartime. Though unsuccessful, he 

attempted to justify the expansion and greater powers of the navy in a Mahanian 

framework It seems odd that the IJN might select a doctrine which emphasized the use 

of the navy against commerce,"' when the Russians had little commerce in East Asian 

waters. In fact, the only dependable line of supply which existed for the Far Eastern 

Command of the Russian military was the Trans-Siberian Railway, which was the 

primary target for Japanese attempts at sabotage at the start of the war. Very little 

commerce at all floated the long distance from west to east by sea. Russian commerce 

'I6 Philip A. Growl, llllyCr Mahaw The Naval Historian," Makcrs of Modern Stratem 
fiom Machiavelli to the Nuclear A=, d. Peter Paret (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986) 474. "' Ibid, 455. 



would have passed Gibraltar, Aden, India aad Singapore before it had gotten to the Far 

East, and its relations with Great Britain were not friendly. 

What, then, attracted the Imperial Japanese Navy to Mahan? Mahan gave the 

Japanese a firm h e w o r k  in which to create their strategic doctrine. His analysis of the 

famous sea battles in the history of the world stressed the importance of specific 

principles which are much Like a recipe for success in maritime strategy. This 

concentration of British naval history into a kind of 'strategic bouillon' is a key to 

understanding the development of Japanese strategy from this point onward. The naval 

operations of the Sino-Japanese War were neither well planned nor executed. Though the 

IJN made an excellent show of themselves tactically, attempting to annihilate the enemy 

fleet at the Yalu and successfully blockading it at Wei-Hai-Wei, their strategy was yoked 

to the movement schedules of the army, as it was until after the Meiji Era. Mahan's 

theory provided a motive to the navy to seek the enemy fleet independent of army 

dictates. What was more crucial to the acceptance of Mahanian precepts was that the 

entire purpose of this fieedom of naval concentration and action was to be of the best 

possible support to the army. 

The Mahanian concept of a navy's utility was to secure the sea lanes of 

communication and deny the same to one's enemy. It was necessary to secure these lanes 

for the protection of commerce and military logistics when they extended across bodies 

of water. The interwar Japanese naval strategy, however, was still heavily based on the 

Prussian system of naval strategy adopted by the Japanese in the mid ' ~ O ' S ,  and not on 

the concept of sea denial. It was taught to them by one Gustav Meckel, a Prussian Army 

officer and obvious proponent of close naval work with maritime operations. This 



concept, propounded by the Imperial Japanese Army staffand unfortunately forced upon 

the UN, was prevalent all the way up into the Taisho Era. Though the I3N was able to 

have a Naval General Staff in peacetime, the IJA took precedence in wartime, and the 

primary role of the IJN remained close support. Mahan's reasoning for the utility of 

naval self-rule was that the key to victory in any engagement was fleet concentration. 

The principle of sea control required that the navy not be spread about by various convoy 

duties and close support roles. The IJN could only approach sea control as a secondary 

objective in wartime, since the m y  kept all the navy's metal spread thinly over a 

multitude of taskings. 

Mahan's entire theory revolved around commerce and logistical protection, which 

was, in the end, the aim of the army as well. For the navy to protect logistics and lines of 

communication, it had to either drive the enemy navy into harbour, or totally annihilate it. 

In the Mahanian outlook, concentration and self-determination sought the same ends as 

the army did in maritime operations. The army could be satisfied that their ends were 

being realized, and the navy could regain control of its own destiny. It was also a theory 

which embraced ideas held dear by Japan's British tutors. The lore of the annihilation of 

the French-Spanish fleet at Trafalgar was the British cadets' breastmilk - and the Japanese 

cadets' also. Annihilation was what the IJN might have achieved after the Yalu if only 

they had been fke to concentrate. Experience, culture and training embraced the theory 

of Mahan, but the greatest argument of all in favour of a Mahanian naval doctrine was 

that in theory, the IJA should have supported it just as much as the navy. The army 

instead chose to maintain their preferred position, and the IJN was forced to adopt a "do 

more with less" attitude. 



Experience, history and training had crystallized for the IJN with the translation 

of Mahan's magnum opus, T h e e o f  Realizing their 

mistakes at Yalu had been the direct cause for the costly blockade of Wei-Hai-Wei, the 

navy learned that decisive action was important for command of the sea, and Mahan's 

treatise offered a concise plan on how to achieve that god. Mahaa published prolifically 

and the Japanese devoured his works. Experience and history had found a partner in 

theory. Rivalry with the army made Mahanian doctrine a fair-weather fiend; in wartime, 

the IJN was forced to do the bidding of the ground-pounders. Still, having learned the 

truth about naval strategy, the ITN still wanted to utilize Mahanian principles in practice. 

Tom between duties and desires, the IJN would have to settle for local strategic force 

parity. In doing so, they hoped to achieve Mahanian sea control without the necessary 

Clausewitzian mass. It was a stroke of luck that such a plan worked. 



Fleet Size Comparison Prior to Xussdapanese War 

JAPANESE FLEET RUSSIAN FAR EAST RUSSIAN BALTIC FLEEI' 
FLEET 

Modern B.ttltsbip8 (6) Modern BatthMps (8) Modern Battbbips (8) 

Asahi 15200t AlexmderU 99301 KniazSuvorov 13516t 
Fuji 12320t Peresyyet 12674t Alexander LII 135 16t 
Hatsrrse 15000t Petmpavlovsk 1 1354t Borodino 13500t 
Mikasa 15200t Polfava 10960t Ore1 135 16t 
Shikishima 14850t Pobieda 12692t Oslyabya 12674t 
Ymhima 12320t Re fvizan 12902t Sissoi Veliki 10400t 

SevQstopol 11842t Navarin 10206t 
Modem Armoured Tsarevich 12900t Nicholas I 96723 
Cruisers (8) 
Asama 9750t Modern h o u n d  Modern Armonred 
Amma 9430t Cruisers (3) CNisers (5) 
Idnrmo 97SOt m a n  7726t DmitriDonskoi 6200t 
Iwate 97% Rurik 1 1690t Vlad. MonomaWt 7044t 
Kdnrga 7700t Diana 66571 A&. Nizkhimov 8524t 
Nisshin 7700t Oleg 664% 
Tokiwa 9750t Modern Light Aurora 673 1 t 
Yakumo 98501 Cruisers (5) 

Alma 32851 Modern Armoured 
Modern Light Askold 5905t Coast Defence Ships (3) 
Cruisers (16) Boyarin 32001 G-Adm. Apraxin 4 1261 
A kashi 2657t Novik 3080t Admiral Snyavin 49601 
Akitsushima 3 150t Pallada 68231 Admiral Ushakov4 126t 
Chifose 4760t 
Chiyodo 24H)t Destroyers (9) Modern Light 
Hahidate 4280t Torpedo Boats (IS) Cnrisen (3) 
I~suktrshima 4280t Izumrud 3 103t 
I&mi 2800t SUNK AT KOREA Jemchug 3 103t 
Kasagi 5400t v ~ r y a '  6500t Svetlana 3727t 
MaWshima 42Wt Koreeh 1270t 
Naniwa 3650t 
Niifaka 3420t NIERNED AT OUTBREAK Auxiliary Cmisers (3) 
Suma 266Qt Manrfihur 1437t Kuban 10500t 
Takachiho 3700t Ural 13600t 
Takasago 4160t \%ADNOSTOK FLOTILLA Terek lOOOOt 
Tsushima 3420t Gromovoi 13220t 
Yoshino 4180t Romya 13673 Armed Transports 

B0gaW 6645t In Line of Battle (2) 
Modern Sloops (5) Dnyepr 9460t 

Far East Combined Tonnage: Rion 12050t 
Chihqa 1250t 186,367 tons displacement 
My& 1&00t Destroyers (9) 
Tatsrrta 880t Torpedo Boats (9) 
Tmkushi 1350t 
Yaeyma ldOOt Baltic Combined Tonnage: 

2 10,899 tons displacement 
Destroyers (17) 
Torpedo B o a  (16) 
Japanese combined Tonnage: 
224,697 tons aisphccment 
197,377 tons dispkcment at Tsushima (after loss of Fuji and Hatsusc) 



Chapter 4 

Practice: 
The Russo-Japanese War, 1904- 1905 



R u s s i a a o d J a p e n c a n n o t b o t h ~ W y i n t h e ~ t  C]neorthcothermustbe 
cramped in o p p o ~  and warped in devdapmcnt Each is acting upon the law of self'- 
pmxmtion, not as a prckxt, but as an immediate, l e g  necessity. If Russia wins, Europe 
becomes rapidly more like Asia If Japan is the victor, the contincat of so many glories may have 
a future of its own."' 

In a war which from the nature of its object and the geographical conditions of its theatre 
was so essentially maritime the aaval aud the m i l h y  operations during this period are for the 
most part hcpmblc. While, therefore, the theory of the struggle is viewed from the naval point 
of view and naval operations alone arc dealt with in detail, it has been found necesary to follow 
the military developments closely enough to bring out the mutual reactions of the two  sphere^^"^ 

Fear of Russian encroachment crystallized for the Japanese in 1904 with the 

extension of the Trans-Siberian Railway into Korea. Japanese and Russian factions had 

been wrestling for precedence there, and the spheres of the respective nations were being 

driven closer and closer into conflict.120 War was imminent. Geopolitically, the situation 

was desperate for the Japanese, as the Russians were a stronger and better-organized 

enemy than the Chinese, and a threat fiom both Sakhalin and Korea. The completion of 

the Trans-Siberian Railway only made the strategic situation worse for the Japanese. It 

was decided that war was necessary to stem the tide of Russian troop movements 

eastward. In 1904 the Japanese decided that any war started with Russia one or two years 

into the future would simply allow one or two more years of Russian buildup within the 

contested region. 

Since the Japanese strategy was to be preemptive attack, the role of the navy was 

to secure sea control and escort the UA's forces to their landing points. The I N  strategy 

to secure sea control was to weaken the enemy with a surprise attack, then draw him to a 

decisive battle and defeat him. This decisive battle was to be repeated in the event of the 

Baltic Fleet's arrival. In reality, the torpedo attack at Port Arthur, though a surprise, did 

' " Walter Dickson, rite World's Best Hiiries: Ja~an (New Yo& Tbe Coloperative Publication 
Society, 1904) 408. "' Sir Julian Stafford Corbctt, Maritime ~ t i o n s  in the Russo-Jamnew War. 1904-1905, Vol. I 



nothing to materially affect the Russian Far East Fleet and it was impossible to lure the 

fleet to a decisive battle. Tsushima was the IlEPs only consolation (though a great one) 

for a campaign that had otherwise run according to Murphy's Law. The sum of IJN 

theory and practice had been brought to bear on the problem of the Russian naval 

presence in the East. Instead of the swift one-two punch the naval staff had envisioned 

the affair should be, it turned into a long and tiresome wrestling match ending in a 

spectacular coup-de-grace. Did the Japanese learn the right lessons from their experience 

and theory? It seems not. 

The Russo-Japanese War began on 8 February, 1904. It was dominated by purely 

geopolitical and diplomatic considerations rooted in Korea and Liaotung. Japan decided 

to risk an earIy engagement before the enemy had the opportunity to make offensive 

preparations. The primary objective of the Japanese Armies was to diminish the Russian 

sphere in the Far East and preempt the possible invasion of Japan from a Russia-polarized 

ICorea.12' The Japanese truly believed that this was a war of survival. Japan employed a 

strategic technique recently described by modem American strategists as a "pre-emptive 

defensive strike." The rapid assault against Port Arthur reflected this technique. 

Beginning with this battle, the IM gained the initiative and never lost it throughout the 

war. 

The examination of the outbreak of the war will be conducted in the following 

areas. First, the nature of the Japanese torpedo strike at Port Arthur and outbreak of 

hostilities without declaration of war, motivated by the necessity to cripple the enemy's 

(Newport: Naval War College Rcss, 1994) xxv. 
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navy at once in order to permit the movements of Japanese troops to the continental 

theatre rapidly and unharmed. This also includes the Japanese first-strike theory and the 

reasons why a nation so obsessed by international law1* would engage in war without a 

formal declaration. Second, the basic theory of the Japanese campaign. The necessity of 

speed in the overall campaign plan was due to the Japanese fw of being drawn into a 

protracted conflict. In such a conflict, only Russia could have won. Third, the naval 

campaign itself. The navy's role was an enormous one, as it had to protect Japan from 

naval attack, protect its supply lines, and blockade the Russian Far East Fleet. These 

factors all explain the way in which the fear of Russian incursion into Japan's sphere of 

influence affected Japanese policy during the opening moves of the Russo-Japanese War. 

They first made certain of the safety of their homeland through rapidly gaining the 

initiative, and then pursued a wholly offensive campaign towards final victory in order to 

secure their sphere in Korea and Liaotung. 

The most important work on this topic in English is the two-volume edition 

Maritime O~erations in the Russo-Japanese War, written by Sir Julian Stafford Corbett, - 

published secretly for the use of the British government and military. Usefbl statistical 

and general information has been gleaned from the Japanese work entitled [The Russo- 

Jaoanese War: The Army and Naw. 500 Davs of Attack and Defence). Mahan engaged 

in analysis of the maritime aspects of the war in some of his articles published in Naval 

and obviously the Russo-Japanese War is the culmination of the analysis 

presented in The Influence of the Sea on the Political History of J a ~ a n  by Ballard. 

I n  Sir J u l b  Stafford Corbett, Maritime Qmmtions ia the Russo-Japanese War. 1904-1905, Vol. 
I, (Newport: Naval War College Pfess, 1994) 110. E.g decision to forbid Admiral Uriu from utilizing his 
torpedoes on a nighttime raid in the presence of foreign merchantmen. 



The Port Arthur torpedo strike was pe&ormed under cover of darkness, on the 

night of 8 February, 1904. The torpedo attack involved ". . .two flotillas, o w  consisting 

of the ld, z*, and 3d divisions, now only ten boats, for Port Arthur.. ." under captain 

~ s a i ,  and made upon the Russian Far Eastern Fleet, anchored outside Port Arthur, 

under the command of admiral Stark The attack damaged three ships: Retvizan, 

Tunwich and Pail& were hit and all were forced to beach.'24 

The Japanese, who up to now had seemed to have been great proponents of 

maintaining the moral high ground, did not adopt a policy of waiting for the first shots to 

be fired by the Russians. It took the (supposed) attack fiom the Chi-pun and the Kumg- 

I for the IJN to be officially satisfied of their moral right in the opening of the Sino- 

Japanese War, but in this case, they risked international censure by starting hostilities on 

their own. This first-strike policy was adopted with the fill blessing of many Western 

legalists: 

Experts on international law, however, agreed that under &ams&nces such as then 
existed either uation might attack as Japan did AU diplomatic relations had ceased, affairs had 
reached an acute stage, each country was preparing for war, and the experts declared that it \vas 
unn- for either countty to await a declaration of war before saiking (he blow.'= 

After the preemptive strike, the Japanese fleet was to draw the Russians to a 

decisive battle in which they could be annihilated. This was, however, an elusive goal. 

The UN had to settle for the containment of the Far East Fleet in Port Arthur until it was 

bombarded into oblivion by the IJA The Far East Fleet was a great problem to the more 

cautious of military commanders, of which there were many in the service of the 

lZ3 bid, 94. 
12' bid, 99. 
lU Walter Didoon, The World's Best Historia: Japan (New Yo*: ~Co-operative Publication 

society, 1904) 406-7. 



~m~eror.'" Xfa flotilla of ships had broken out from Port Artbur it could possibly have 

raided the suppty lines of Japanese troops on the continent. Julian Corbett, in his 

Maritime O~erations in the Russo-Japanese War, vividly elucidates the threat posed by 

such a "fleet-in-being." The philosophical and theoretical basis for its efficacy was 

propounded in Corbett's earlier Some Principles of Maritime Operations. The upshot is 

that the limited Japanese naval resources would be over-stretched if the Russians could 

hold a reasonably substantial naval force in a position to threaten the Japanese line of 

supply. This was the naval situation at the outbreak of the war, as cruisers were stationed 

at Vladivostok which harassed the Japanese fleet.'*' During the course of the war, the 

Vladivostok cruisers did more damage to the Japanese both materially and 

psychologically than any other Russian fleet. Though the most serious damage done to 

the IJN was when two Japanese battleships were brewed up on mines, the Vladivostok 

cruisers successfilly sank Japanese shipping and even bombarded Japanese coastal forts. 

The IJN was over-stretched in defence fiom and containment of the enemy fleet; sea 

control, the keystone ofthe Japanese campaign, was tenuous at best. The ground 

campaign was thus forced to be increasingly rapid and decisive. 

The guiding theory of the IJA advance was that it had to be swift to maintain 

initiative. Since the navy could no longer realistically be decisive, the army was called 

upon to eliminate the Far East Fleet. This situation was the fault of the army as much as 

the navy. The army kept the navy on a short financial string. The LTN was thus forced to 

do more with less, stretching its power over the Japan Sea &om Vladivostok to Port 

- -  - 
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Arthur, and fiom Nagasaki to Hakodate. Lack of concentration made it dmicult to decide 

the naval contest for Port Arthur early in the war. It was not for lack of trying - the ITN 

was desperate for a decisive victory at Port Arthur. If the army took the port first, the IJN 

thought it would never have a chance at equal representation in the Japanese diet. 

Blockade required a dissipation of force which was antithetical to the Mahanian doctrine 

of concentration Without concentration, the ITN faced difficulty in engaging the Far 

East Fleet in a decisive battle. Such an opportunity had presented itself during the sortie 

of 23 June, 1904, and admiral Togo Heihachiro was unable to decisively capitalize on it. 

The army campaigns in Asia began with a splitting of the Japanese forces into 

three major theatres. The First Amy, under general Kuroki Takernochi, was to assault 

the Russians on the Yalu and, so it was hoped, draw them into a decisive battle there. 

Throughout the war, this army did not lose one battle, but their inability to achieve total 

victory - read KesseIschIacht - due to the whims of Murphy's Law in the tactical and 

operational sense dogged the Army till Mukden. General Oku Yasukata's Second Army 

was used to foil a rear attack against general Nogi's Third A m y  as it headed down the 

Liaotung peninsula. It fought fist at Nan Shan, then moved South to Port Arthur, and 

finally was called back up North to fight with the combined army. It was also the largest 

Army of the four mustered in the region. The Third Army, under general Nogi 

Maresuke, was to strike at Nan Shan and then besiege Port Arthur. It was the hardest 

fighting of the four, and fought for half a year to take Port Arthur. The Fourth Army 

--- - -- - -- 

(Newport: Naval War College Press, 1994) 25. 



under general N o h  Michitsum went up Born Liaoyang to join the combined army later 

in the war.'" 

The separation of armies for the first portion of the fight was a terribly risky 

proposition, given the size of the Russian army.12g In dividing the armies so, the 

Japanese increased the risk of their forces being annihilated in the field piecemeal. It also 

increased the area the IM had to protect. This reduced the number of escorts able to 

protect supply convoys. There was a reason for this increased degree of risk-taking on 

the side of the IJ4 and that was speed. Speed, it was realized, would make or break the 

Japanese offen~ive,'~' the natural reason for this was that the Russians had an enormous 

army and the Japanese had but a small one. The timing of the assault on Russia in the 

East coincided with a low concentration of Russian troops in the region, but the Japanese 

realized that this number would only increase due to the existence of the Trans-Siberian 

Itailway. 13' A Russian victory would have been assured if the Russians could have 

dragged out the hostilities over a long period of time. Russia even at the end of the war 

had more troops in the region than Japan, and was poised to strike against an exhausted 

and logistically over-stretched Japanese Army after Mukden. Taking the risk of dividing 

their forces, therefore, was necessary to attain Japanese goals in a short time. Had the 

war carried on any longer, the end would have been in doubt. As it was, events external 

to the conflict deigned to interfere. This, coupled with repeated failures in the field, 

forced the Russians to sue for peace. 



The primary targets for Japanese forces were possible staging bases for attacks 

against the Japanese mainland then moving the armies to a rally point near Liaoning fkom 

which the Russians could be routed. While the original strategy had to be revamped 

before this plan was finalized, the concept was sensible given the strategic problems the 

Japanese had to face and their material constraints. Korea needed to be cleared of 

Russians and Port Arthur was the main location to be blockaded. The capture of both 

Korea and Liaotung was considered the primary objective at the opening of the war, to 

prevent either of these peninsulae fiom being utilized by a Russian disposal force. The 

first major ground battle on the border of Korea erupted on the Yalu River, when the 

Japanese attacked and sent into rout the defenders of the region. The second landing 

force was placed on the Liaotung peninsula, just north of Nan Shan. It was considered 

the best landing area on the peninsula for a maritime operation. The attack then moved 

down the peninsula through Nan Shan to Port Arthur. The Japanese launched lightning 

assaults against these positions rapidly (though bloodily) dislodging their defenders 

through mass and morale. 13' 

The navy, contrary to popular belief, had a rough time attaining its objectives 

until Port Arthur fell. The installations at Port Arthur had been much improved since the 

Japanese Army assaulted them in the Sino-Japanese War. The unresourceful but dogged 

General Nogi had to besiege the fortifications far longer than he and the General Staff 

had e~pected.'~' Their time estimates had bem made based on the information from the 

Sino-Japanese War. Russia's fleet was bottled up in harbour, unable to threaten Japan. 

131 %BE%#, 8- flokyo: *lLR*, 1993) 125. 
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The task requid most of the TJN, laving a flotiiia of Russian fast cruisers at 

Vladivostok fiee for action Because of the fleet in Port Arthur, the IJN was over- 

stretched; required to plug more holes in the dam than they had fingers. It is a testament 

to Corbett's analytical brilliance that though the preparation of the UN's battle plan was 

impracticably Mahanian, the reality was Corbettian. The Japanese discovered that a 

loose enemy flotilla is worth more than the sum of its tonnage when arrayed against 

unprotected shipping. The security threat posed by these cruisers was twofold: they had 

a real force projection capability, which threatened shipping between Japan and Asia, but 

they also had a moral effect on the Japanese populace.134 This made the destruction of 

the cruisers a prioriiy to the navy and to the Japanese government. 

Indeed, the threat posed by the Vladivostok cruisers forced Togo to deal with 

them once and for all. This reasserted the Mahmian doctrine of sea control only to 

confirm the Corbettian reality: the Japanese had not enough ships to defend shipping and 

maintain absolute control of the sea. The Vladivostok cruisers themselves were more 

dangerous to the Japanese war effort than the entire Far East Fleet. Rear Admiral Togo 

was forced to take a risk, and sent a flotilla to hunt down the cruisers which had earlier 

sent a shipload of Krupp siege guns to the bottom. This failure to exercise complete sea 

control was directly linked with the inability of the IIN to score a decisive victory against 

the Far East Fleet. The IJN had succumbed to the same illogic which dogs Mahan's 

doctrine of decisive battles: what if one's enemy does not want to fight? Clausewitz 

states "If one commander wants to postpone the decision, the other must want to hasten 

*x%l%G 8 ml!B$w 8 -$# flokyo: ~~~~, 1997) 22-3. 
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it, always assuming that both are engaged in the same kind of fighting."Iu The same is 

true in reverse. If the Japan- wanted to press the decision, it was also certain that the 

Russians wanted no such thing. At the battle on 23 June, "the Russians certainly believed 

it was they who were in inferiority [to the Japanese numbers]."'" Why would an enemy, 

inferior in numbers, want to give battle? The Russian fleet caused more problems for the 

mU through indolence than by sallying. 

When suitable heavy artillery could be sent to Port Arthur, the defences 

surrounding the port were gradually reduced and occupied by Japanese troops. The most 

important of these was hill " ni-rei-sanw (two-zero-three meter hill), the one spotting 

location &om which Japanese spotters oould clearly see the harbour below them. It was 

the assignment of these guns to the obliteration of the Russian fleet that finally gave the 

Japanese navy time to repair for the impending attack of the Baltic ~1eet.I~' Just as at 

Wei-Hai-Wei, the decisive action was fought as a combined operation. The IJN kept the 

Russian fleet still, and the UA sank every ship in the harbour. 

The last naval security issue for Japan was the arrival of the Baltic Fleet through 

the Tsushima Strait. If it had arrived before the Far East Fleet was destroyed, Japan 

would have been in a dangerous position. While the matters of Port Arthur and the 

Vladivostok cruisers took longer to decide than Japanese planners hoped, the Fleet did 

have time, after performing its tasks, to cycle through repairs to face the Baltic Fleet. 

The Baltic Fleet did not pose a tem'ble threat to the IJN. Certainly it was larger, 

Carl von Clausewitz, On War, ed. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Priacceton: Princeton 
Universi Press, 1989) 84. ' Sir Julian Stafford Corbett. Maritime ODerations in the Russo-Jamnese War. 1904- 1905. Vol. I 
(Newport: Naval War College Ress, 1994) 304. 
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especially in the number of battleships, but the long trip from the Baltic had left the 

outdated Russian ships unprepared to give battle. The fleet was just too run-down. The 

Russians' best option was to reach Vladivostok for re-coaling and repair,13' so that the 

fleet could raid Japanese commerce and the coastlines of the archipelago. The shortest 

route to Vladivostok was through the Tsushima Strait, so Togo concentrated his ships to 

meet the Russian fleet at Tsushima by utilizing a complex grid search system and 

wireless telegraphy. 13' 

The two fleets engaged one another in line of battle, Togo leading in Mikasa, and 

admiral Zinovy Rozhdestvensky in OsIyabya. The Russian fleet was divided into two 

squadrons, so Togo took his line outside of the Russian formation to drive the lead 

squadron across the line of sight of the second. Russian ranging fire was dead accurate, 

the first ranging shots fell metres from the Mikasa, throwing water onto her bridge. 

Russian gunnery degenerated, however, as the fight wore on. '40 Though bad gunnery was 

blamed for the Baltic Fleet's performance in the battle, this was a mistake. Vladimir 

Semenoff, observer with the Baltic Fleet, remarked that morale was low in the ranks of 

Russian gunners as it seemed none oftheir shells were hitting, but this was due to their 

use of smokeless powder. The Japanese, on the other hand, using explosive that exuded 

yellowish-green acrid smoke," seemed to be better gunners. Corbett mentions that 

Russian gunnery was mildly worse than the Japanese. The Russians, however, had a 

- -- - 
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preponderance of guns over 10 inch calibre, thus the actual number of hits in the large 

calibres was approximately equal on both sides. 

Having successllly driven the Russian lead column into its second, Togo began a 

maneuver. Since he had reached the port side of the Russian fleet and was about to let it 

past him, he decided to bring the Japanese fleet alongside by turning 180 degrees with 

M i h  still in the lead. Though this allowed the Russians to range the entire Japanese 

fleet by laying their guns on a single turning point, no serious damage was incurred, and 

the Japanese closed in. With its superior speed, Miktzsu was soon able to turn into the 

path of the Russian fleet, nearly "crossing the T" (the approach was actually Togo's 

signature oblique concentration on the van of the enemy column, not a true "T"), and fire 

poured into Oslyabya and ndiaz Suvnrov. Oslyabyu was seriously damaged in its 

steering gear and along with ffiiuz Suwrov veered hard a starboard, away fiom the 

Japanese fleet. The bridge on Os&abyu was smashed, and Admiral Rozhdestvensky 

hocked unconscious &om a sliver of steel that pierced his skull. Before the Russian 

fleet discovered this problem, it had begun to follow the drifting lead ships of the column. 

The engagement became a meandering chase through mist and smoke after this. When 

Borodino capsized, however, the Russians realized they were beaten. The final naval 

security threat to Japan, the Russian Baltic Fleet, was thereby annihilated at the Battle of 

Tsushima, and it was not long until the Russians sued for peace. 

The major reasons for the Japanese victory at Tsushima were the lack of 

preparedness of the Baltic Fleet, the resilience of Japanese ships, the inconsistent Russian 

gunnery versus consistent and rapid Japanese gunnery, and the confusion caused in the 

Russian line by the incapacitation of its commander. Minor reasons include the 



psycho1ogical impact of Japanese shells on the Russians (the Lses were hair-trigger, and 

kept Russian decks awash with shrapnel), Japanese fire discipline and maneuver, and too 

many imponderables to count. Togo, true to his reputation as a "good luck Admiral," 

was able to exploit the confbsion in the Russian line due to the incapacitation of 

Rozhdestvensky, and his line was not adversely affected by "the turn-" The battle proved 

to the Naval Staff that the concept of concentration against an enemy of roughly equal 

size was valid so long as the IJN had ships of superior quality. 

These Japanese naval operations were obvious continuations from the actions of 

the Sino-Japanese War. The Sino-Japanese War ended with a blockade, while the Russo- 

Japanese War began with one. Having learned their lesson at the failure to follow up on 

Yalu, the Japanese concluded that dreary blockade was better than giving the Far East 

Fleet free run of the water. Having learned their lesson at the knee of Mahan, the 

Japanese rapidly pressed for uncontested control of the seas. By the end of the conflict, 

the Japanese had utilized a smaller navy to defeat a larger navy piecemeal, through rapid 

and decisive engagement in annihilatory high-risk high-gain battles. 

Rapidity of assault was well expressed by the night attack on the sleeping ships of 

the Far East Fleet at anchor outside Port Arthur. Though conservatively planned, the 

attack inflicted physical and moral damage on the Russian fleet. The combined Far East 

Fleet never once gave battle save during its failed escape attempt, and found it difficult to 

maintain the "offensive spirit" except under the brief command of Admiral Stepan 

Osipovich Makarov. The chance to blockade the enemy fleet, lost in the Sino-Japanese 

War, was used as a means to cover the debarkation of the armies at their chosen landing 

points. Because of its conservative nature, this assault failed to create a firm and decisive 



victory, but it did hrcilitate the beginning of a close blockade which lasted, just as did the 

blockade at Wei-Hai-Wei, until the IJA entered to settle the issue. Though quick and 

detedned during the Battle of Tsushima, Togo chose not to risk his entire fleet on a 

night engagement with incomplete information on his enemy's dispositions. 

Pursuit of concentration against a divided enemy fleet was observable even on an 

operational basis. Rear Admiral Togo more than once attempted to lure portions of the 

Russian Fleet out of harbour to engage the massed Japanese fleet or run through a 

gauntlet of mines. Indeed, it was one of these encounters that terminated Admiral 

Makarov - brewed up on a mine, his ship sank in two minutes with virtually all hands. 

During the failed Russian escape attempts, the Japanese tended to capitalize on damage 

inflicted in battle through confusion in the enemy line. Russian ships willing to limp 

back to be blockaded were allowed back, whilst the crippled ships were sunk by 

concentrated Japanese fire. Such selective division and annihilation was the measure for 

the IM to create decision at Port Arthur. Political impetus reinforced the strategic need 

to clear Port Arthur of its fleet. The IJN could not stand the loss of face of an army 

victory occumng before a navy victory. Luckily, the public relations miracle of 

Tsushima let the navy assert itself against the army. The IJN had its Trafhlgar, but the 

army had not attained a Sedan, and the navy demanded enhanced status after the war. 

Annihilation, as a component of the high-risk high-gain battle, was exemplified 

by the Battle of Tsushima. Though the UA annihilated the Far East Fleet at anchor in 

Port Arthur (with the help of the ITN), Tsushima exemplified the type of battle the 

Japanese wanted to fight. It simultaaeausly solved the problems of control of the seas 

and the defence of supply and communications. Though slightly superior in heavy 



vessels, the Baltic Fleet was outmaneuvered and out-shot by the I . ' .  The Russians were 

unwilling to directly engage - especially after the sinking of Knim Suvmov and OsIyabya 

so early in the contest Once this unlucky incident threw the Russian line into cofision, 

morale was never regained and the remaining Russian maneuvers were simply attempts 

to break contact with the Japanese fleet. 

The thee grand stages of the plans for the naval campaign were surprise attack, 

lure to decisive battle, await Russian reinforcements. This plan, if it had been successful, 

would have been a very efficient use of the IN "David" to the Russian "Goliath." This 

plan was not entirely successll. The surprise torpedo attack was indecisive and the 

damage to the Russian fleet was repaired by the time it chose to sally, 23 June 1904. 

Togo, instead of luring the enemy to a decisive battle, lost the opportunity by 

concentrating more on the blockade than on the overall control of the sea. The Russians, 

in turn, assisted the Japanese by not seriously seeking to damage the IJN. The Far East 

Fleet outnumbered the IM in battleships and had the preponderance of heavy calibre 

guns (10 inch plus). Had it deigned to put up a fight, it may have done some damage. 

When Togo fought the Baltic Fleet, he did so with four of his original six battleships 

versus eight. If even one or two more of his battleships had been put out of action, how 

then would the initial moves of the Battle of Tsushima have played out? 

The IJN was in constant exposure to danger. Mines, enemy ships and bad luck 

could have made the I N S  position untenable in the Yellow Sea It was stretched to the 

limit by keeping the Far East Fleet bottled up and tending to army concerns. Did their 

time spent agonizing over control of the sea teach the Naval General Staff anything? It 



seems not. Tsushima decisively proved that M u t e  control of the sea was not an 

unrealistic objective so long as one was ready to risk the navy on a day's fighting. 



Conclusion 

Downfall: 
The Failure to Reassess, 1 905- 1 945 



Providence will coder honour on those who work hard in the study of their duties, and 
thus virtually win thc victory before fighting, whitst denying honour to those who are satisfied 
with a temporary succcss ox@, and seek personal pleasures in time of peace instead of devoting 
their lcisurt to usdid rtscarch. An old adage warns us: "Katte, kabuto no 0 wo shimero!" (If 
victorious, tighten your b h c t  cords!) Tn other words, "Never relax your efforts, - on the 
contrary, be prepared to cxcrt yourselves still more!" 

-Togo Hcihadriro, Farewell speech prior to his taking the post of Chief of the Naval SWT 
(1906)'~ 

28. Aad as water shape its flow in accordance with the ground, so an anny manages its 
victory in accordance with the situation of the enemy. 29. Aod as water has no constant form, 
there are in war no constant conditions 30. Thus, one able to gain victory by modXying his 
tactics in accordana with the catmy situation may be said to be divine. 3 1. Of the five 
elements, none is always prcdo- of the four seasons, none lasts forever, of the days, some 
are long and some short; and the moon waxes and wanes. 

-Sum& Art of War, Chapter 6!*3 

With its victories in the Satsurna Rebellion (1877), Sino-Japanese (1894-5) and 

Russo-Japanese (1904-5) Wars, Japan's Meiji oligarchy seemed to have vindicated 

themselves for the costs of introducing modernity to their nation. Japan was the victor in 

all three struggles, but did Japan learn from its victories? The Japanese way of war did 

not fundamentally change as a result of these actions. The IJN built on a tradition of 

high-risk high-gain strategy. The Japanese assumed that the winner in war must have 

understood the nature of their conflict, and made correct choices regarding all levels of 

military planning. W h y  should Japan, more specifically the IM, depart fiom a winning 

strategy? Winning and losing, however, are not absolute "right" nor "wrong" in war: the 

Japanese were drawing general lessons fiom one special case of engaging enemies with a 

weaker regional military strength. They made incorrect deductions regarding the use of 

their military, but these mistakes did not hinder their victories between 1894 and 1905. 

They were victorious not simply because of their superiority, nor by making the correct 

decisions per se, but because their enemies were inferior. The mistakes the Japanese 

made in their victorious wars were finally exploited by the US in the Second World War. 

''' J. Morris, Makers of J a m  (Londo~~: Methwn & Co., 1906) 314. 
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The Japanese loss in World War Two was caused by misconceptions about the 

validity of Japanese grand strategy which developed in, had existed in, and/or been 

affirmed by, Japan's victories in its earlier military engagements. The victor in war tends 

not to learn fiom, nor acknowledge, nor correct its mistakes: though the Japanese made 

many mistakes in their victorious wars as well as in their defeat, the difference between 

loss and victory was the capacity or incapacity of their opponents. This argument 

illustrates a theoretical theme over and above the material theatre. The overconfidence 

caused by success may wreck any strategy. By what mechanism is this outcome 

accomplished? For the answer, one may look to Clausewitzian Krilik. Overconfidence 

blinds the subject to the errors in its own organization. The subject cannot critically 

analyze its own actions. This makes it impossible to reassess. The title of this work, 

"Katte, Kabuto no o wo Shimero!" recalls a Japanese proverb spoken by Tokugawa 

Ieyasu, the first unifier of Japan. It means, "(after you) win, tighten your helmet strings." 

This proverb relates directly to the issue of reassessment - once one has been victorious, 

one must defend one's position with extra care rather than relaxing. The commander 

must never be satisfied with victory but constantly correct his weaknesses. In the Second 

World War, however, the IIN used the same basic operational and strategic concepts 

against the United States Navy as it had used between 1894 and 1905. It was defeated by 

an enemy for which these concepts should have been adapted. 

Such adaptation is necessary, as each enemy nation is unique. Any given military 

technique may avail against many nations simply because they all share a certain kind of 

military incapacity, or fail against one which does not. Understanding the military 

- --- 

143 Sunzi, Art of War, trans. Samuel B. W t h  (Mord: Mord University Press, 197 1) 10 1. 



incapacity of an enemy is half of the assessment of a victor's performance; the successes, 

the mistakes and good and bad planning of the victor itself make up the other half. 

Though admitting the weakness of an enemy may hurt the corporate pride of a victorious 

military organization, such critical assessment is necessary for its adaptation and 

evolution. Unfortunately, such reassessment is rare. Norman Dixon comments that 

...since men arc not by nature all that well equipped for aggression on a grand scale, they 
have had to develop a set of rules, conventions and ways of thinlo'ng which, in the course of time, 
ossifj. into outmoded Wtion, curious ritual, inappropriate dogma and that bane of some military 
organizations, 'bullshit'.' 

Instead of evolving, organizations tend to slide into comfortable and proven patterns of 

behaviour. 

In the case of the IJN, lack of reassessment and adaptation lead to hubris and 

overconfidence in its own ability during the Second World War. The surprise attacks at 

Pearl Harbor, Malaya and the Philippines were executed as if for their own sake. This 

was especially the case at Pearl Harbor, as the IIN had no landing planned to exploit a 

successful assault. The US was expected to either capitulate or be drawn in to a decisive 

battle near Japan. The choice to engage the American fleet in such a way seems more a 

product of Dixon's "inappropriate dogma" and "bullshit" than anything else. 

The two Japanese victories in the Sino- and Russo-Japanese wars over 

numerically superior forces were won through rapid, massed assaults geared at destroying 

the local enemy fleet before the whole fleet could concentrate. In the Chinese case, the 

other fleets did not choose to enter the fight, and in the case of the Russians, their Baltic 

fleet was slightly too late to prevent the destruction of the Far East Fleet at the hands of 

the Japanese siege guns at Port Arthur. These Japanese victories set the doctrinal tone for 

I44 Norman Dixon, On the Psvchol~gy of Militaw Incomxxtence (London: Pimlico, 1994) 169. 



the Japanese fleet in future conflicts: decisive battles of annihilation were to dominate 

strategic thinking, the navy was considered capable of defeating a larger fleet, provided 

the enemy was divided and a preliminary blow could be struck at this locally (if only 

qualitatively) weaker fleet. Such actions, through successive successfbl battles of 

annihilation, should drive the enemy to surrender. These assuptions reinforced the 

Imperial Japanese Navy's faith in the dogma of high-risk high-gain battles of 

annihilation. This in turn lost the Japanese World War Two. 

The Imperial Japanese Navy did not need to be encouraged to adopt some of these 

tenets of annihilation, as they were some of the core theories of an already popular naval 

strategist, Alfred Thayer Mahan. Mahan to the Imperial Japanese Navy was both a useful 

strategic philosopher as well as a 'scientific' basis for the importance of seapower. 14' 

Mahan, and the influences of a naval procurement strategy which dictated that the IJN 

would only have local superiority in ships rather than overall superiority, are influences 

which drove the Imperial Japanese Navy to embrace certain naval doctrines which would 

prove successful for them in the short term, but not in the long run. 

Japan, in the Sino- and Russo-lapanese Wars, maintained an overall numerical 

inferiority to its enemy in warships at sea. In both cases, the IIN tried to make up for this 

inferiority in tonnage by fighting in such a way as to maximize local advantage. In the 

Sino-Japanese War, the Japanese fought two major engagements, indeed, the first modem 

naval engagements since the Battle of Lissa in 1866, against the Chinese Peiyang fleet. 

One battle was the Battle of the Yalu, the other, Wei-Hai-Wei. At the Yalu, the desertion 

of a few Chinese vessels turned even odds into a Japanese local numerical advantage. 

''' David C. Evans and Ma& R Peattic, Kainun: Stratem. Tactics-and Tcchnologv in the 



The Peiyang fleet, which equaled the Japanese main fleet in size and in some ways was 

technologically superior, was only one of four Chinese fleets, but the only fleet which 

openly fought the Japanese during the war. Due to the fractured nature of its 

government, the Chinese failed to concentrate their fleets or to seize the initiative and 

attack the Japanese lines of supply. 

An outnumbered force needs to divide and reduce the enemy's forces and fight 

them on its own terms. This was the need for the Japanese in the Sino-Japanese and 

Russo-Japanese Wars. Governmental disarray allowed the Chinese to be easily divided 

and conquered. Sheer distance made the Russian fleet locally weak long enough for the 

Japanese to annihilate them piecemeal. This decisive battle of annihilation was not a new 

concept to the IN. Their Mahanian influences, already mentioned, along with the dire 

need to eliminate local maritime opposition to gain decision on land, created a strategy 

born of necessity: 

Sea communications were vital to the Japanese Army. It was, therefore, imperative to 
disable the Russian Far Eastern Squadron, which was approximately at parity with the Japanese 
Fleet.. . In order to deprive the Baltic Fleet of a base and of reinforcement by the Far Eastern 
Squadron, it was nccasary to capture Port Anhur More the arrival of that fleet from ~urope." 

The necessity here was to annihilate the first fleet, which was equal in size to the 

Japanese Fleet, and await the coming of the second larger fleet in order to annihilate it as 

well. Without doing these two things, Japan's sea communications would have been 

disrupted beyond repair. 

The problem with attempting to annihilate an enemy fleet should already have 

been apparent to the Japanese by the time the Port Arthur fleet was sunk. Though the 

- - -- 

hbat Jamncsc Naw, 1887-1941 (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1997) 24. 
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Japanese strategy at Port Arthur called for the incapacitation, sinking or capture of the 

Russian Fleet in order to secure command of the sea, the Imperial Japanese Navy had 

vay little to do with the a d  sinking ofthe Far East Fleet. The Russian ships were all 

sunk in harbour by well-aimed shots from the army's siege guns. Again, in the Sino- 

Japanese War, the Battle of the Yalu only resulted in the sinking of three Chinese ships 

(one of which ran aground after fleeing the field), and at Wei-Hai-Wei the two fleets did 

not actually fight a pitched battle. Victory came &om a torpedo-boat operation combined 

with a massive ground assault of the harbour fiom the landward side.'" In both cases, the 

IIN simply neutrali?jed and blockaded the enemy, whereas the annihilation was a 

combined effort; the army caphued the enemy port and destroyed the fleet. Similarly, in 

194041 the Japanese army and navy collaborated in planning for operations in Malaya 

and the Philippines, operations that were tremendously successful. Perhaps the only way 

the Japanese could have crippled American seapower in 1941 was by sending an army 

able to capture Hawaii along with a force to cripple the Pacific Fleet - a highly 

implausible scenario. The IJN thus failed to learn that it could not go it alone: spirit 

could not make up for lack of striking power. 

So in fact, the only truly successful battle of annihilation the IJN had fought was 

at Tsushima in 1905. However, the Japanese had won wars under the assumption that 

bold and decisive battles of annihilation such as was attempted at the Yalu, Port Arthur 

and Tsushima were the best methods to defeat the enemy. These victories justified this 

concept of rapid disarmament of the enemy (the Kowshing incident, the torpedo attack at 

'" Fred T. Jane, 'Ibe I m m M  Ja~anesc Navy <Loodon: Conway Maritime 1984, first 
published 1904) 385. 



Port Arthur and eventually the air assault on Pearl -or) as well as this theory of 

decisive battle of annihilation (Yah, Port Arthur, Tsushima, and eventually Midway). 

Even in the era of naval aviation, championed by admiral Yarnaxnoto Isorob, 

Japanese doctrine was so affected by its history that it still looked to gain a qualitative 

edge against her enemy in battleships. The IJNs doctrine still thought in big battles and 

short wars. Again, IJN submarine doctrine was predicated on the fleet battle. It was for 

this reason that Japanese submarines never became as good at commerce raiding as their 

American counterparts. Their attention was on battleships and not logistics. 

Furthennore, the IJN tended to congratulate itself for operations in which half the credit 

rightly belonged to the army. In executing offensives in the war with the US, the 

combined operations (Philippines) worked well, whereas the lone Eastern thrust 

(Midway) did not. The IJN had ample time and example to realize these methods were 

flawed, but it did not. 

The Japanese began making plans against the US as early as 1907. Vague as they 

were, they represented the first concrete evidence of Japanese fears of American Pacific 

dominance. Yogeki &&usen, the Japanese principle of ambush strategy, was developed 

in response to American naval strength. Based on the success of the Battle of Tsushima, 

it predicated a surprise assault against the Philippines to rouse American anger and draw 

the fleet across the Pacific. The UN would mass for a decisive battle between Kyushu 

and Okinawa. This bdamental plan did not change until 1941, though many appendices 

were added to it. Submarine wadare, naval aviation, effective torpedo techniques, would 

change the Yogeki strategy very little; the contniution of new technology was 

predominantly operational in nature. Other surprise attacks, Guam (devised slightly after 



World War One), Hong Kong and Ualaya (devised in the 1930s) and Pearl Harbor 

(devised directly before World War Two) were added to the plans, but the central tenets 

of surprise and annihilation were always present." 

Naval technology produced changes in the IN, the political climate and the status 

of the navy. Techno10gy changed the navy through the submarine and naval aviation. 

The submarine, virtually useless between 1905 and 1914 was perfected and added to the 

Japanese arsenal. The Japanese never developed effective commerce raiding doctrine 

because naval strategy revolved around the assumption of a short war. Submarines were 

instead to be used as tools to annihilate the enemy fleet and reduce it prior to the 

inevitable clash of fleets south of Japan. The submarine thus became a part of the fleet 

rather than a commerce raider. USN submarine doctrine, though it evolved later than the 

IJN's, focused on the Achilles heel of Japan: its resource scarcity. Naval aviation had 

strong proponents in the Naval command. Yamamoto Isoroku was one of the strongest, 

insisting that naval aviation would be far more decisive than the Naval Staff(read 

admiral Nagano Osarni) thought. Intelligent though this advice was, it neither stopped 

nor even stalled the building of the Yamato class battleships. The Navy General Staff 

was still focused on a fleet action between few qualitatively superior Japanese warships 

and the numerically superior USN. The 72,000 ton Ymato, Musashi and ShiMno were 

to be this qualitative edge. The Japanese developed excellent naval aviation. The 

surprise attack at Pearl Harbor demonstrated Japanese skill in its use, but the purpose of 

surprise attacks in the Japanese strategy was to create American will to fight a battle of 

I" David C. Evans end Mark R Peattic, Kaimm: Stratem. Tactics. and Technolorn in the 
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annihilation. Ships were the prime targets at Pearl Harbor, not fuel stockpiles nor 

strategic supplies. 

The political climate changed for the IJN with the lapsing of the Anglo-Japanese 

Alliance of 1902 and the Washington Naval Conference of 1921. Most IJN staff thought 

of the Anglo-Japanese Naval Tnaty as useless by 19 1 1. In that year, a clause was added 

to the treaty which allowed either party to not intervene on behalf of the other in the 

event of war with the United States. The Washington Naval Conference initially was a 

boon to the XJN as it held back a possibly enormous USN expansion. Japan built up to its 

limit early, and therefore had an advantage in numbers until the 19303, when the US 

finally built up to their treaty levels - but the LM had always been prepared to fight a 

numerically superior enemy. With the three main fleet divisions of the USN, the IIN 

thought it could once again utilize its "one-two punch" strategy to triumph. After the 

Taisho era the UN was given more leeway to control its own destiny. Though the age- 

old enmity still existed, the naval and m y  staffwere made separate and equal entities. 

By the time of the Second World War, the IJN was free to make many of its own 

strategic decisions. 

The battles of Pearl Harbor and Midway are excellent examples of continuity in 

Japanese military strategy and naval doctrine. Pearl Harbor was the intended first rapid 

and decisive blow to incapacitate the enemy, and Midway was to be the concentrated 

battle of annihilation which would secure the Pacific for the Japanese until the arrival of 

the American Atlantic forces. In the end, Pearl Harbor was useful operationally but not 

decisive due to the non-attendance of the American carrier force, and Midway was a 

failed attempt to capitalize on past luck in pitched battles. If one looks hard at the issue, 



it can be seen that the Japanese should have expected no less. The torpedo attack at Port 

Arthur, which was the first act of aggression of the Russo-Japanese War, crippled two 

ships which were, eventually, repaired. The loss was truly not even felt by the Russian 

Far East Fleet as it did virtually no fighting at all throughout the war. The attack on the 

battleships at Pearl Harbor achieved as much as these prior surprise attacks, and failed to 

destroy the warships (the carriers) which would be decisive. In both cases, Port Arthur 

and Pearl Harbor, the Japanese failed to capitalize on their surprise attack. Clausewitz 

states that such rapid attacks aimed at immediate decisions are foolhardy, for ". . . if war 

consisted of one decisive act, or a set of simultaneous decisions, preparations would tend 

toward totality, for no omission codd ever be r d ~ e d . " " ~  

The IJN made its surprise actions terribly limited, thus defeating the purpose of 

such one-off victories. This trait of the UN was criticized extensively by men such as 

Inoue Shigeyoshi, who understood that any conflict with the US would necessarily be 

protracted.lm The naval staff, however, held that a war against the US was winnable on a 

tight schedule. It engaged the US by its own choice, expecting that fighting with their 

tried pattern would again be successfbl. If the naval s t a d i d  not have this "hubris," it 

may well have reconsidered Japan's options against the US, even in the light of the 1941 

oil embargo. It may have been possible for the Naval Staffto see as clearly as Inoue 

Shigeyoshi did. It is clear that the IJN had enough f?ee agency by 1940-41 to choose its 

approach to the problem of the US. Taking comfort in its history, the IJN willingly made 

its most temble decision - that they could, without the help of the army, cripple the 

'@ Cad von Chuscwitz, On War, cd. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton: Princeton 
UnivMsi RCSS, 1989) 79. 
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Pacific Fleet. In co mmitting to a pitched battle such as the one at Midway, the Japanese 

trusted the fate ofthe Empire on the Japanese ability to gain Nelsonian triumph in an 

adverse situation. This was dependence upon tactical victory to assure strategic victory. 

Certainty, the Japanese might have won Midway, but the USN could afford to risk a 

small task force where the LJN could not - it never had the capability to replace its losses. 

The LTN committed itself to a battle which, if lost, would have been a strategic defeat for 

itself; if won, only an operational defeat for the USN. 

The three concepts described earlier all added to the Japanese delusion that a 

rapid and decisive victory against the Americans would pave the way to American 

capitulation as it had done in the Sino-Japanese for the Chinese and Russo-Japanese for 

the Russians. Hoping to maintain initiative through maintaining the offensive, and 

destroying the enemy's fleet through massed annihilatory engagements, the Japanese 

exposed themselves needlessly to danger, hoping that practices which had been 

previously successfbl would once again mean victory for them. 

The Second World War proved to be the ultimate refbtation of the validity of 

Japanese naval doctrine. While it attempted to repeat the successes it had had against 

nations larger and more military numerous than itself, it failed to realize that the victories 

in its past were not solely due to the supremacy of its own doctrine, but the inability of its 

enemies to exploit the flaws within said doctrine. Army dominance led to a lack of 

&nding for the navy, and the lack of finding forced doctrine into an ultra-Mahanian 

mode of annihilation of the enemy fleet. Practices of preemptive attack in all three wars 

(Kowshing, Port Arthur, Pearl Harbor) and attempts to bring the enemy fleet to a pitched 

I m h  (Naw,U: Naval Institute Press, 1997) 484. 



battle in order to utterly destroy it (Yalu, Tsushima, Midway) became the Imperial 

Japanese Navy's way of war. 

Two deeper points must necessarily stem fiom the above conclusions. Fist, 

Japanese doctrine succeeded by the winning of battles. This, versus the "every battle but 

the last" method of Great Britain- Dwing the Sino- and Russo- Japanese Wars, the 

Japanese experienced no defeats, only delays. Throughout both of these wars, the 

Japanese maintained the initiative through relentless and passionate attack, with a focus 

on a Clausewitzian "disarmamentw through the elimination of the enemy military. 

Disarmament is only an applicable principle if the enemy cannot, or cannot rapidly 

replace battlefield losses. For instance, the formation of the Third French Republic after 

Sedan showed that even if a nation is "disarmed," it may still replenish its military and 

rise up to fight again. In the case of China, the nation was so politically fragmented that 

it was too diRicult to bring in provincial reinforcements. In the case of Russia, and as 

noted by Kuropatkin in his treatise on the Russian side of the war, the Trans-Siberian 

Railway, specifically the gap over Lake Baikal, was an extremely limiting factor on the 

ability of Russia to rearm itself, or even adequately reinforce troops in the field. In the 

end, the moral loss after the Baltic fleet was ignominiously defeated at Tsushima 

combined with the revolts in f oland at the time caused the Great Bear to come to the 

peace table. In the Second World War, however, the ability of the United States to not 

only win battles but also replace its losses was an element the Japanese had not yet 

encountered. Once the Rwsian fleets had been defeated, it was recognized by all 

concerned that no more ships could have been usefully sent into the fiay; troops filtered 

through the Trans-Siberian railway at a slow, steady pace. 



The IM did not cause the war against the United States. It did, however, utilize 

its offensive doctrines - and bad habits - formed in its early wars to fight the USN. The 

IJN had failed to learn lessons it had had ample chance to learn The failure to include 

the army in its offensive planning for Pearl Harbor was entirely realistic - but to consider 

that such an attack would achieve decision without army help was naive. The IJN put 

trust in its fleet at Yarnaxnoto's decisive battle at Midway, but, having failed to learn from 

I Fuji and Hotsuse, they put their ships in harm's way. This time, however, the IJN ran out 

of luck: their loss was decisive. 

Why did the Japanese not learn from these earlier incidents? Perhaps the 

Japanese had such faith in their fetishism of death and determination that it seemed 

logical they would win one way or amother. Perhaps victory itself blinded the IJN to the 

lessons to be learned, instead analyzing the f~lures  of their enemies against the IJN's own 

successes. It could have been any combination of reasons. It remains that their downfall 

was caused by their own fatal lack of self-analysis. What should the IJN have learned? 

First, that sea battles were a risky business, and gambling a fleet on a single engagement 

was bad policy. Clausewitz emphasizes this point, "The danger of this method is that the 

greater success we ssek, the greater will be the damage if we fail."'51 Ships sink. The 

I N ,  just like the High Seas Fleet under Jellicoe, could literally have lost a war "in an 

a f t e r n ~ n . " ' ~  If the IJN's concentration for a final battle were to fail, Japan would have 

been disarmed in a Clausewitzian sense. This statement holds true of any of the wan 

Japan fought from 1894 to1941. The IJN had its share of bad luck and Clausewitzian 

'I' Carl von Chuscwitz, On War, ed. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton: Princeton 
Universi$gress, 1989) 97. 
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fiction when it lost two battleships (the H m e  and Yashima) on 15 May, 1904 to 

Russian mines, never to be raised or replaced during the war.'a The Japanese required all 

the battleships they had to fight the Baltic Fleet, making such a loss an absolute crisis. 

Ships take immeasurably more time and money to create than corps. The naval staff  was 

more interested in the successes of the war than the inherent risks. Of course, if the UN 

succeeded, it would produce high payoffs as it had in 1905, but sooner or later a high-risk 

policy must *I. 

Another fact which should have been apparent was that "[nlaval battles.. . are 

rarely, if ever, decisive on their own."IY The IIN had ample experience of this fact. Yalu 

was a tactically decisive battle, but decided nothing strategically. At Wei-Hai-Wei, the 

navy was incapable of annihilating the enemy fleet, and forced the pon to surrender only 

with assistance fiom the IJA. Sea control was hstratingly elusive in the Russo-Japanese 

War as well. None of these experiences taught the naval staff the truth of Inoue 

Shigeyoshi's contention that lightning war against the US was impossible. Naval action 

without the assistance of a ground complement on enemy soil had never decided any war 

for the Japanese. Tsushima would have been meaningless if there had not been armies on 

the ground to exploit Russia's weakness. The comparison of Togo and Nelson is very 

apt: Trafalgar, as stunning a victory as it was, did nothing to halt Napoleon. Where 

would Japan have been without already taking control of the situation in Manchuria with 

her armies? 

These purely naval questions are important on two levels. The analysis of the 

Elizabeth Jane Enington (Westpart Racgcr Pubbha, 1993) 2 10.2 15. 
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situation of the IJN is enlightening in and of itself as a historical perspective. This 

perspective may be easily applied to the history of any other navy - the analysis of its 

institutional inertia due to lack of reassessment. The IJN could have improved its 

effectiveness against anyenemy through learning empirically rather than constructing 

theories and thinking them vindicated by victory. These considerations might also be 

applied to any organization in which institutional inertia (Dixon's dogma and bullshit) 

blinds it to its own faults. 

Holger Herwig, "Tb Futm of Sea Power," Mvis and Glat#ll Ddense, ed. Keith Neilson and 
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